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MEN COULD NOT HAVE BEEN
MORE CORDIAL

Khaki and russet were more popular last night than broadcloth and patent leather and the boys who wore
.

Each machine was decorated in
At Intervals bombs were fired
and red fire was burned. The streets
were lined with spectators watching
the parade, which was an inspiring
'
sight.
Following the route of the street
car line the parade wended its way
through the streets until the Duncan
opera house was reached, when the
soldiers disembarked. The autos paraded the streets for some time before
the procession broke up. Forty au
tomobiles participated In the parade.
It was the biggest and best turn out
o: the gasoline fraternity in the Wa
tery of Las Vegas. The parade was
formed on Fountain Square and drove
to meet the soldiers. To D. T. Hos- kins and Dr. J. M. Cunningham, who
originated the plan for the parade, is
due great credit for its success. The
Optic and the people of Las Vegas are
grateful to them and to the other
fof the magnlficlent greeting
they acorded to the soldiers by the
generous use of their cars In the pageant.
The big ball last night was the second The Optic has given for the National Guard of New Mexico. It far
eclipsed the brilliant affair of two
year ago. But The Optic is constantIts dances also
ly growing better.
will grow better. Already plans are
under way for a larger and better
dance for the guardsmen two years
hence, during their next encampment.
The soldiers will leave with the mem
ory of a good time and will look for
ward to another when they return
again.

PEDDLERS RESORT TO RIOTING
Chicago, July 26. Violence was re
DAY
newed today in the peddlers' stride,
Wagons were overturned and vegetables destroyed In various parts of
AT
the city, the sufferers being peddle' s
who refused to quit attempting to do
business while the strike is on. A
recent ordinance of the city council
D
prohibits yelling, and other excessive
noise In the streets. Naturally, this
VISIT
MADE TO ENpeddlers OFFICIAL
HOUSE COMMITTEE
WOULD almost put the vegetable
out
been
have
and
of
CAMPMENT
business,
THIS AFTERNOON
they
LEARN WHY BONAPARTE DID
fighting for a repeal of the ordinance,
BY EXECUTIVE
NOT PROSECUTE
one method being refusal to peddle
vegetables to householders.

lnnd.
flags.

,
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CAMP MILLS

STEEL TRUST

BIG EVENT

RES 1

CHINAMEN

LYNCH CHINAMAN

El Paso, Tex., July 26. Twenty REGIMENT MET COMMANDER-IN- Chinamen were rounded up in Jaurez
this morning and locked in Jail CHIEF HALF MILE FROM THE
RIFLE RANGE
charged with lynching a Chinaman,
whose body was found hanging from
a tree on the outskirts of Jaurez at
GREAT ASSEMBLAGE PRESENT
ONE daylight. It is the first lynching on
record In Juarez.

FORMER U..S. ATTORNEY GENER
AL, NOW IN CANADA, DESIRED

AS WITNESS

ARE TWO TRUSTS IN
STEEL

CORPORATION

TERNATIONAL

AND

HUNDREDS

IN

ASKS $500,000 DEFENSE FUND
Washington, July 26. An appeal for
a $500,000 fund to defend J. J.- Mc- Namara, the labor man accused of

HARVESTER

COMPANY

ALLIED

Washington, July 26. That charges
were made to former Attorney Gener
al Bonaparte that the United States
Steel corporation gave refunds of f3
a ton to the International Harvester
company was reviewed today by the
house steel trust investigating committee.
Chairman Stanley of the commit
tee, introduced a voluminous report ou
the harvester trust, made to Mr. Bonaparte In 1908, by Burdette C. Town-senspecial investigator for the department of Justice. Mr. Stanley announced that a subpoena had been Issued for Mr. Bonaparte, who Is now
in Canada, and that an effort would
be made to ascertain from him and
other government officials why there
was never a prosecution of the International Harvester
company upon
Townsend's charges. Mr. Stanley al- B0 said he would endeavor to show a
close connection between the United
States Steel corporation and the In
ternational Harvester company and
he read the names of the directors of
both corporations, the same being
identical in many Instances.
Features of the Townsend report
are: That the International Harvester company sells to foreign trade at a
cheaper price than io the domestic
trade,' the difference being from $6 to
to $10 a machine;
that the "steel
trust" refunds to the harvester, com
pany $3 a ton for all steel used in
the manufacture of machinery export
ed, indicating that steel can be pro
fitably produced in this country and
sold at the foreign price. Mr. Town-senalso alleges many dishonest acts
such as legislative bribing, tax dodgHe said
$1,400,000 had
ing, etc.
been paid by the Harvester comwhich
pany to
plants
acquire
"it did not intend to use," but
He also calls atsimply destroyed."
tention to the price paid J. P. Morgan
and company, five million dollars for
organizing the International Harvester company, saying that this was a
very high price for the simple service
of suggestion to people how they can
agree to a legitimate transaction.
Attorney General Wickersham was
subpoenaed to appear before the com
mittee late today to identify the Town-senreport and to testify concerning
the International Harvester company.
'

dynamiting, has been issued by Sec
retary Morrison of the American Federation of Labor, to the two million
members of labor unions. He sug
gests that each member contribute
cents.
twenty-fiv- e

BUSY EXAMINING

d

IN N. Y.

Albany, N. Y., July 26. Lovers of
the fistic game In this state will now
be able to witness sparring matches
without fear of a hurried exit
through the windows. The bill establishing a state athletic commission to
regulate boxing and sparring matches
was signed today' by Governor Dix.
The commission will be appointed by
the governor. Match,, are limited to
ten rounds and gloves must weigh
eight ounces. Each club or associa
tion must file a bond of $10,000 with
the state comptroller and the latter
will collect five per cent of the total
receipts from sale of tickets for the
state.
NEW YORK COTTON
New York, July 26. Cotton, spot
losed quiet; midd uplands 13.60; midd
gulf 13.85; 'sales 151, bales.

Doing honor to Governor William J.
Mills, for whom its camp on the rifle
range northwest of the city was

named, the officers and men of the
First Regiment New Mexico National Guard this afternoon welcomed the
governor upon his official visit to
the annual encampment. Cool, bracing air, bright sunshine such as only-

New Mexico knows and gentle breezI
nnidiit
ua-tc"vvv
es maue uovemur
con- weather
of
the
standpoint
from
dltons. The First Kegimem muo
the day one of perfect enjoyment forthe governor from aii ower emuupoints. Camp Mills, always spouess,
was lmmacuiaie.
iuuusu
men have been camping there for
over a, week, the field was as tree
from rubbish or debris as though men
had never frequented it. Kquipment
was spotless, the arms and accessor
ies of the soldiers and the pots and
skillets of the cooks being shined and
scoured to the superlative degree ot
v
Drightness.
sol
with
the
All Las Vegas Joined
diers in doing honor to the governor.
Banks, offices and stores aU closed
at noon. Flags ana Dunung wemuir
played from business buildings and
homes and hundreds of people in autos and buggies drove to Camp MUis
to witness the proceedings of the afternoon
Accompanied by his staff Governor
Mills left the Casttaneda hotel at 2:45
o'clock this afternoon. The governor
rode in an open carriage, while the
members of the staff were mounted.
The First Regiment, under command
of Colonel E. C. Abbott, marched to a
mile south of ... Camp
point one-hal- f
met the governor and
it
where
Mills,
acted as his escort to the camp. Ad
roae
jutant General A. S. Brookes
with the governor.
Upon arrival in camp the governor
was escorted to the headquarters ot
oincer.
ai
the commanding
o'clock inspection and review oc
curred, Colonel Abbott commanding.
Governor Mills was mounted forA this
V
ceremony, tie was accomimmeu uj
staff
and
field
General firookes. The
officers were also mounted. The sol
diers went through their evolutions
like veterans and .received the admirFollowing
ation of Governor Mills.
the review Governor Mills was taken
on an inspection tour of the camp.
This evening Governor Mills and
his staffandafew invited guests will
be guests at a camp dinner to be
given by the officers ot the regiment
This event will be one of the enjoy
able features of the day.
The regiment did not participate in
maneuvers or exercises uus imn mug.
Drill was held for two hours, after
which preparations for. the Inspection
of the regiment and the. camp were
' i- made.
In spite of their hard work the sol
diers are enjoying the best of health.
The hospital has been called upon to
treat no injuries and the only cases
looked after have been of sore feet.
These have been few.
, Big Maneuver Yesterday
Tired but not exhausted the two opposing battalions of the First Regiment New Mexico National Guard re
turned yesterday afternoon to Camp
a maneuver
Mills, after executing
which carried them far up the Galli
nas canyon. The work was strenuous
but the soldiers seemed to enjoy It
The maneuver, in brief, was an effort
of the Blues, under the
on.
command of Major Arthur Bail, to cap
ture the Reds' supplies, the wagon
train havine broken down at Hot
s

CHOLERA SUSPECTS
OFFICIALS AT QUARANTINE STA
TIONS IN NEW YORK HAVE .
HANDS FULL

New York, July 26. Officials at the
quarantine stations were actively en
gaged this morning in making bacte
'
riological tests in the cases of nine
passengers of fie steamer Oceania,
ho were takfejf fil during the voyage
from Italy. The Oceania, which arrived yesterday, had on board 539 passengers. Three of the nine patients
are suspected of cholera. A member
of the crew o the San Giorgo, which
came in yesterday with no passengers,
has developed an illness resembling
cholera. The local health department
has now two cholera suspects at Belle-vue hospital and complete examinations will be made immediately.

LEWIS CLAIMS HE'S
'

BEING PERSECUTED

ST. LOUIS
MAKES

PUBLISHER-PROMOTE-

SENSATIONAL

ES BEFORE

R

CHARG-

COMMITTEE

Wasington, July 26. The sensation
al charge was today made before the
house committee, investigating the
postofflce department, that Leonard
Goodwin, a Chicago lawyer and brother of Russell P. Goodwin, assistant attorney general for the postofflce department, was exploiting mail order
houses throughout the country, telling
them he could arrange any trouble
they might have through a denial of
mail privileges, etc.
The charge was made by E. G. Lew- ii president Of a publishing company
in St. Louis, recently denied the sec
mail privileges.
Lewis also declared that postofflce
inspectors at St. Louis had been told
to use whatever methods they pleased
"to put Lewis out of business' and "to
shut Lewis up before the next .campaign." This was the campaign of
ond-cla-

1908.
FRENCHMAN

.

WINS $50,000

RACE

Brooklands, England, July 26. A.
Beaumont, (Lieutenant de Conneau)
of the French army, won the $50,000
cash prize offered by the London
Daily Mail for the circuit of Great
Britain aviation race of 1,010 miles.
The Frenchman reached the finish
at 2:20 this afternoon from Bristol.
Vedrines finished soon after.

Kome,

x-
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POPE HAD RESTLESS NIGHT
juiy ze. me i'ope naa a
restless nignt, Que io tne lever ex
perienced, but this morning his
TAFT SIGNS RECIPROCITY
BIL
throat was not so sore and the hoarse
26. President ness had lessened. : The Pontiff said
Washington, . July
Taft signed the' Canadian reciprocity today that he hoped to be able soon
bill at 3:10 o'clock this afternoon.
to resume his audiences.
'

EXERCISES

WITNESS

.

d

BOXING REVIVED

AUTOS

DROVE TO SCENE IN
CARRIAGES TO

AND

-

n
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INSPECTIOPLAND REVIEW

ISSUES SUBPOENA FOR HIM

them were the idol of the hour. Joining with The Optic the people of Las
Vegas showed the soldiers of the First
Regiment New Mexico National Guard
that they know the meaning of the
word "hospitality" and know how to
extend It to honored visitors. The soldier hoys owned the city last night.
It was they who received the smiles
of the prettiest girls and it was for
them that hearty cheers rent the air TARIFF EXPERT ON
and hundreds of flags were unfurled
to the breeze.
VISIT TO WYOMING
The big event of the evening, of
milicourse, was The Optic's grand
tary ball In honor of the First Regi- w. C. COFFEY WILL VERIFY FIGURES ON SHEEP AND WOOL
ment, which was given in the Duncan
INDUSTRY
opera house. Just to show the soldiers that they appreciated their presence in the city over 1,000 Las Vegas
Laramie, Wyo., July 26. W. C. Cof-people crowded into the opera house fey, of Washington, a member of the
to give them welcome. Many who Lilted States tariff board, is here on
came with the intention of remaining a visit to the several sheep ranches
a few moments as spectators could in the county, verifying the figures of
the temptation to the tariff board compiled earlier In the
not withstand
dance when they saw the handsome, season. Mr. Coffey will determine the
happy crowd of soldiers. The spirit cost of producing sheep and wool and
of hospitality was strong and the sol- this will be Included in the report to
diers did not need Introduction In or- bo made to the president before the
der to write their names upon the pro- meeting of congress In December. The
grams of the ladies present A uni- member of the board will visit the
form was sufficient Introduction and ranch of F. S. King tomorrow, where
the soldiers merited the confidence the government is conducting a series
showed in them by demonstrating that of experiments in sheep breeding, the
they are every one gentlemen as well King company being the largest breed
as soldiers. New Mexico should 'be er of Ramboillet sheep in the state.
proud of the good looking young men
who are preparing to defend their NEW- YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, July 26. After a brief
country and their state if occasion
should arise. It Is certain that Las showing of strength the stock, market
Vegas is proud of them and enjoys en sold off this morning to a point well
below yesterday's final range.
The
tertaining them.
The big auditorium was prettily losses were most severe among stocks
decorated in flags. The floor, thanks which were expected to reecive parti
to the efforts of James S. Duncan, Jr., cular benefit from Canadian recipro
and H. P. Brown, was smooth as city on account of postponement of
glass. In one corner delicious punch ratification by Canada which the gen- was served to the Boldiers and their eial election in the dominion will nec
Canadian Pacific lost 2
friends. Attendants looked after the essitate.
wants of the dances in the dressing points and its subsidiary. Minnearooms.
polis, St. Paul and Sault tSe. Marie,
Dancing began promptly at 9 o'clock W of a point. Northern Paciic, Great
and continued until 12:30 o'clock. The Northern preferred and Union Pacific
soldiers entered Into the spirit of the receded 14 points and International
occasion. It was essentially a soldi-dler- Harvester 2V points.
Losses else
dance. The riflemen had the where in the list weer less severe.
prettiest partners and were by fai in Reading lost its gain and Erie first,
the majority on the floor. The ease with Rock Island preferred, and Southern
' which the
large crowd was handled railway, preferred, declined a point.
was remarkable.
Fully 300 couples The selling was ascribed to a bear
danced on the floor, yet there was not raid rather than to liquidation. Bonds
too big a crowd for pleasurable danc- were steady. Last sales were:
68
ing. Over 400 soldiers were present Amalgamated Copper
117
American Beet Sugar bid
at the dance.
.11
i
nn,
- uuveruur
...113
iuuib save uiguuy iu it.ijiq Atchison
occasion by his presence. Colonel M. Denver & Rio Grande pfr.....l35
US
a?, raageit, xne nost,- voionei Secun- - Xew York Central
dino Romero and Colonel Jo?e D. Sena Xorthern Pacific
..131
of the governor's staff occupied seats Reading
..J
......159
by their chief upon the stage. Adju- Southern Pacific
wtant General A. S. Brookes, Solomon Union Pacific
79
Luna and other prominent soldiers United States Steel
and citizens watched the dance from United States Steel pfd
..119
seats reserved for them opon the
NEW YORK MONEY
stage.
New York, July 26. Call money,
The entry of the soldiers Into the
to 2 per cent; prime
city was like a peaceful Invasion. They steady 2
were met at the Pla2a by the Greater mercantlel papre
percent. Mex-cadollars 45.
Las Vegas band and a procession of
i a mile In
automobiles over one-hal-f
NEW YORK METAL
lenirth. The soldiers, riding In four
New
York,
July 26. Lead firm 4.4b
followed
which
the
band,
trolley cars,
occupied a car In the lead. The au- fi 4.55; Standard copper dull, spot and
2. 25. Silver 53.
tomobiles fell In at the rear. In the
first auto was Mayor K.'D. Goodall.
ST. LOUIS SPELTER.
The autolsts were liberally supplied
St. Louis, July 26. Spelter, firm.
with fireworks which converted the
'.
a: I
parade Into a veritable moving fairy- - Jii.65.
j

GOVERNOR'S

INVESTIGATION OF

ts

s'

CITY EDITION

191 1.

the-par-

-"

Springs. Major llfeld commanded the
Reds.
In carrying out the maneuver the
problem confronting the Red com
mander of the rear squad was to delay the crossing of the Blues over
the river near Hot Springs for one
hour until the wagon train, which had
broken down, could be repaired. Prop
erly to carry out the duty evolving
upon him the commander of the rear
SENATE LEADERS
guard took, up a defensive position REPUBLICAN
on the high grade west of and over
REASSURE
PRESIDENT TAFT
looking Placlta. with the patrol sent
ON SUBJECT
well forward toward Sibley. His sup
port was on the ridge farther west for
tb purpose of covering the withdraw- ADJOURNMENT ON AUGUST 10
of the advance line.
Lookouts were posted by the (Com
F INSURGENTS AND DEMOCRATS
mander of the Reds upon the high hill
PASS MEASURES, THEY WILL
northwest, of Los Vigiles, while a sec
BE DEFEATED
ond defensive line was taken up by
the Reds along, the brow of the hill
commanding the ford and all nearby A RIDER MAY BE PROPOSED
crossings of the river on the west. The
defenders kept well' concealed and
IS TO
opened fire upon the Blues, who were REPORTED AMENDMENT
BE TACKED ON TO FARMERS'
advancing forward an advance guard
with flanking patrols along the ridge
FREE LIST BILL
west of the road. The Blues' front of
the advance was well forward.
Washington, July 26. Information
South of Placlta the front received
came
to President Taft today from
a fire from a few men who had con
senate leaders that he
republican
ceaied themselves In the town. An need
have no anxiety over the possiadvance party promptly deployed,
bility of action at this session of conpushed through the town and had ar
on a bill revising the wool
rived opposite the railroad bridge gress
schedule of the present tariff.
ntrth of Placlta when they were sur
Senators Smoot of Utah and Crane
prised by a sustained and well direct of Massachusetts, of the leaders who
ed fire from the ridge immediately to talked with the
president today, prethe west;, This forced them under dicted the adjournment ot congress
August 10, with all bills proposing to
(Continued on Page Five)
revise the wool schedule defeated.
On the heels of these predictions.
however, came rumors from the capl- GERMANY AND GREAT
tol that an attempt would be made
by insurgent senators to tack an
BRITAIN MAY FIGHT amendment, revising the wool schedule, on the farmers' free list bill.
Wool is voted on In the senate to-m.
STAGE DRAWING
NEAR WHERE morrow, rue iarmers iree II
uui
listi .III
comes
1.
up
August
CRISIS WILL EITHER BECOME
According to the regular senate
ACUTE OR DISSOLVE
leaders, the La Follette wool bill
will not be supported by the demo
London, July. 26. That Germany crats, .and the democratic house woo
will get. Compensation in Africa as bill cannot be accepted
by the insura result of her descent upon Agadir, gents. The Insurgent plan, however.
and in return for the free hand which
was said Is to get the farmers'
France Is seeking In Morocco, Is con free list bill, with the amendment for
ceded here, but it is also clear that wool revision. Into conference with
Great Britain is not going to permit the aid of the democrats and out of
the establishment of a German naval the conference they hope to get a
base on the west coast of Africa if compromise measure.
she can prevent it.
Both the La Follette and house
Great Britain's great trade routes bills will be defeated in the senate,"
to South America, South Africa and declared Senator Smoot as he left the
India and the Far East all pass with White House. "The insurgents In the
in striking distance of Agadir, Moroc- senate cannot accept the house bill,
co, and generations of British states and the democrats cannot accept La
men have maintained that to allow Follette's. We will adjourn August
a possibly hostile power to establish 10, without touching the wool sched
itself on the flank of these lines of ule."
communication would be a vital men
The new cotton tariff bill approved
ace to this country.
yesterday by the democratio caucus,
The activity of the foreign office was introduced today by Representatoday was again marked, 'the indica tive Underwood and referred to the
tions pointing to the near approach of ways and means committee, of which
a stage wherein the crisis will he is chairman. Discussion of the
either become asutely virulent or be- bill will begin tomorrow.
gin to dlssolvfcF Unless an arrangement is reached in the meantime, the
Atlantic fleet will be sent back, COUNSEL IN LORIMER
probably to its base at Gibraltar, at
the end of the week.
t

WOOL REVISION

RIII.S Will FAII
OF PASSAGE

-

"

CASE MATCH WITS

OF MURDER

ACQUITTED

Denver, July 26. The jury in the
case of Benjamin A. Beckenstein, on
trial for the murder of his wife, this
morning returned a verdict of not
guilty. The case was given to the
jury at 10:30 o'clock last night. The
shooting occurred on the night of
February 4, 1911, in Mrs. Becken- stein's apartments and followed the
filing of Mrs. Beckenstein's suit for
divorce and the husband's cross bill.
The unwritten law figured in the case,
although it was not made a. part of
the defense, accidental shooting be'
ing the plea.

CLASH
AFTER CLASH MARKED
TODAY'S SESSION OF SENATE COMMITTEE

Washington, July 26. Clash after
clash between witnesses' and attorneys
occurred again today at the senate
Lorimer committee hearing during the
examination of James Keeley. general
manager and editor of the Chicago
Tribune, by Senator Lorimer'a counsel.
The proceedings centered around the
confession
publication of the
ot state Representative White of the
Illinois legislature.. Just before the
committee recessed, Mr Hanecy asked
RELIEF FOR HOMESTEADERS
Washington, July 26. The senate If the Tribune engaged Alfred AusWhlte-Lor- today passed the Warren bill, allow- trian for its counsel in the
because
of
any close relaing homestead claimants in tho imer matter,
drouth stricken districts of Wyoming, tion of Austrian's firm to the state's
the Dakotas and Nebraska to leave attorney office in Chicago from which
their lands until April 15, 1912, with many indictments in' the matter had
Mr. Keeley. responded
out loss of any of their rights.
emanated.
that Mr. Austrian was employed by
the Tribune as . its counsel long beCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
fore the. White confession, or the
war Lorimer election was ever up.
Chicago, July 26. European
talk caused a lively flurry today in
It is probable that heads of the big
the wheat pit here. Tehre was in stockyards companies in Chicago will
consequence a rapid upward jump in be called as witnesses to explain the
"prices. Besides the unfarovrable po I'use of "lard" (money) in the Lorimer
p
litical conditions abroad and the
election. "Witness Keeley said repIn British consuls, the trade had resentative's of the Armour, Swift,
also in view a disqieting prospect as Morris and other concerns rniht
'
to the future of the Russian cro
the committee.
d

,

n
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GREAT GROWTH
OF THE COKE

RECOGNIZED

II S.

TO

BE

AS WORTH THE

SAVING

NEGRO TEACHERS MEET

ARMY FINDS

St Louis, July

26. The eighth
convention of the National Asso
ciation of Teachers In Colored schools
met in this city today for a four-daysession. The membership of the association embraces the leading educators of the negro race in all sections of the country. Among those
in the associaactively interested
tion and its work are Dr. Booker T.
Washington, president of Tuskegee
Institute; W. T. B. Williams, agent
of the Slater fund; J. A. Martin, prin
cipal of the city schools of Jackson,
of
Miss.; Inman E. Page, president
the Agricultural and Mechanical col
lege at Langston, Okla.; L. S. Clark,
president of Baton Rouge college;
Ida C. Plummer of Washington, D.
C; I. M. Terrell, supervisor of
schools of Fort Worth, and M. W.
Dogan, president of Wiley UniversityMarshall, Tex.

THE AEROPLANE

one-thir- d

INDUSTRY
COMING

has exceeded that of the
oven coke.
The total value of the
of
obtained from the manufacture
coke in retort ovens in 1910 was
or a little more than
of the value of the coke prothe
In 1909
duced 124.793,016.
amounted to
value of the
$S,073.948, and in 1908 to J7.382.299.
recovered In 1910
The
consisted of 27,692,838 cubic feet of
surplus gas, valued at $3,017,908;
66,303,214 gallons of tar, valued at
$1,599,453; 70,247,543 pounds of ammonia sulphate, or its equivalent,
valued at $1,841,062; 20,229,421 pounds
at
of anhydrous ammonia, valued
$1,725,266. and 4,654,282 gallons of
ammonia liquor, valued at $295,868.
In addition to these, there is a quantity of light and secondary oil and
small quantities of coke breeze recovered, with an estimated value of
The value of the recover$400,000.
able but wasted contents of the coal
made into coke in heehlve ovens
would, at the prices obtained in 1910,
and
have been between $35,000,000

1.

INDISPENSABLE
EXCELLENT RESULTS, SHOWN
TESTS MADE BY SIGNAL

IN

ON BORDER

CORPS

Wash Suits and Dresses
i

at Sensational Prices
$6,oo to $19.50 Garments for $5.06
We have left from our season's business just 22 Wash Dresses, well and neatly made
from Gingham and Linen either plain or fancy patterns. These were marked to sell at
$7.50 up, to $19.50, 14 of them above $10.00.
Wash Suits, made from Linenne, Rep' and Linen and tastefully
Eighteen two-pietrimmed with contrasting colors. These were marked to sell at $6.00 to $14.50 each, 10

ce
Washington, July 26. Major George
the
for
officer
chief
signal
Squler,
maneuver division of the United States
of them above $9.00.
army, lately engaged in watching the
Choice of either line, all this week, for only
Mexican revolutionists across the Rio
Grande, has returned from "the
front" and prepared his report of the
doings of the army signal corps under
the first conditions In any wise apREAPPORTIONMENT HEARING
proaching modern warfare that have
been presented since the aeroplane
FOR
NO
Albany, N. Y. July 26. Pursuant
fbecame a part of the army establish to the call of Chief Judge Cullen, the
TELEPHONE
court of appeals met this morning
ment.
CASH
According to Major Squier the aero- for an extraordinary term, the pur
$40,000,000.
ORDERS
If all of the coke made in the plane is today an Indispensable part pose of which is to hear arguments
ONLY
United States were produced in re- of an army engaged either In offen- In the proceedings brought to declare
ACCEPTED
tort ovens, says Mr. Parker, probab- sive or defensive operations. The army unconstitutional the reapportionment
and assembly districts of
ly not more than half of the number aeroplanes, of" which there were three of senate
of ovens would be required, say, for in constant use along the Mexican bor- New York state, made in 1907. Three
to set
1910, 45,000 ovens. These would yield der, were used exclusively for scout- actions have been brought
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
In gas, over and above that required ing purposes and for the conveyance aside the act on the ground that the
In the District Court, San Miguel
distrib
not
was
of
ovens,
equitably
the
population
for the regeneration
of messages.
County, New Mexico.
recovery, approxwithout
"To illustrate the compelte control uted in the various districts; that the
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not
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hour
are
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contigu
up
imator a million horsepower per
under which the aeroplane Is today,"
a
Kenderdine, Plaintiff, vs. The Town
and
that
ous
reapportion
territory
for every day in the year.
said Major Squler, "I want to call your
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, et als.,
ment should he made at a regular
dewar
to
the
the
fact
that
rttention
Defendants. Cause No. 6692.
whereas
of
session
the
WANTS DIVIDENDS PAID
legislature,
partment has in preparation a set of
The unknown heirs of Juan de Dios
Pittsburg, July 26. iStockholders 'regulations' for the conduct of aero- the one contested was made at an
ManGov
called
session
and
Electric
Maese,
Itaxtraordinary
Miguel Archuleta, Manuel
by
of the Westinghouse
planes in maneuvers.
courts
lower
The
in
ernor
assembled
and
Jose Antonio Casaus, deceasHughes.
company
ufacturing
"Teh advent of the aeroplane has
Pittsburg today to take part in what necessitated a new set of rules and a have refused to declare the reappor ed persons, and also all unknown
tionment illegal.
claimants of itnerests adverse to plainpromised to be the most important
lot of new commands. Incidentally,
e
tiff in the premises hereinafter demeeting since George Westing-hous- there is developing a form of army
A CONGRESS OF RACES
was ousted from the presidenscribed, are hereby notified that a uit
aeroplane etiquette.
26. Fifty nations, in- has been commenced in said District
several
London,
July
of
the
corporations
cy
great
"In the recent maneuvers the aeroare rep- Court by said
plaintiff, to quiet the
years agq Dissatisfaction with the planes passed the reviewing officers cluding the United States,
RacUniversal
at
the
First
resented
to
Some habits one should want to break and.
believed
is
to
title
that
real
estate, situate in San
present management
as
did
just
cavalry, Infantry or artilwas opened today Miguel
New
all
bad habits are bad to keep.
have reached the point calling for de- lery They also saluted the command- es congress, which
Melxco,
county,
at the University of London. The
Blocks 5, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 24, 25, 49,
cisive action. For months the stock- ing officers with due
formality. As
will discuss a wide range of and lot 13, block 72, lot
holders have been clamoring for some the aeroplane flew by the commander congress
15, block 32,
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round,
a view to bringing about all in
with
Porter & Mills addition to Las
return on their Investment, but those the aviator slacked speed, turned his topics
good habit anyone can have.
closer and more, harmonious relations
in control have continued to pass the
so as to describe a between the Occident and the Orient. Vegas, New Mexico. Also lots 21 and
rudders
elevating
22 in block 9 of the Lopez, Sulzhacher
dividend, notwithstanding that a, dlyl- graceful dip and then resumed his
1908.
i.
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Questions o? apurely political char- & Rosenwald'a addition to Las
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Vegas,
-way with Apparently as much ease as'1 acter will not be' considered.
The
Oaring 1909 and 1910, according to u"u
Ad. page with a purpose to select the
New Mexico and lots 14 and 15 in block
una utscu ewaunj
the colors fell and rose again in the sessions will last four days. Papers
E. W. Parker of the United States piiny 8 surplus
best opportunity that he may find and then,
1 of Manzanares and Lopez addition
Should the plans of the hands
of the flag bearer."
or addresses have been prepared for
geological survey, there was more ac- cumulating. t
success3
to
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
Las Vegas, New Mexico and lot
dissatisfied stockholders end
To the field wireless Major Squiei g the congres by Dr. Felix Adler, Israel
tivity in the construction of
,
Westing-houseMr.
as
on
on
Main
shown
lots
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that
is
success.
probable
plat
net recovery coking plants than at fvlly it
report will give the greatest amount Zangwlell, W. E. B. Du Bols of AtlanMexico
Las
New
and
been
has
who
the
street,
genius
ruling
Vegas,
General Legitime,
of praise for its efficiency. He will ta university.
any, time since 1903. At the close of
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
ovens of the company since Its inception, note a single instance of the marvel
1909 there were 649
of Haiti; Wu Ting Fang, that certain lot lying and adjoining in
will help' people to get what they want when
In course of construction, with 300 will be restored to his old position as lous utility of this agency as follows: late Chinese ambassador at Washing- the rear and north of said lot 3, meas35 feet from east to west and
more contracted for. Of the 649 the head of the corporation.
The wireless telegraph was used ton, Dr. Felix voij uschan of the uring
they want it.
45 feet from north to south and boundovens started Jn 1909, there were 99
in iheir University of Berlin, and numerous
by the cavalry altogether
ed on the east by lot of Marion L.
international
completed and put in blast in 1910. HOPE FOR MIRACULOUS CURES larger maneuvers.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
Every separate other persons of
Cooley, south by said lot 3, on the
Work on the 300 ovens contracted for
New York, July 26. Many people command of the Norsemen
had its
west by lot of Stern & Nahm and north
in 1909 was begun In 1910.
knelt before the shrine of "Good Saint wiielebs equipment. During the, acThe production of coke in
by an alley. Said lot 3 being bounded
AID
ANNE'S
SEEK STE.
Anne" In the little church of St. Jean tivities of the revolutionists
ucrosa
on the south by Bridge street, on the
ovens in 1910 amounted to 7,138,-73- 4
26.
the
This
street
Sventy-slxtbeing
East
in
Quebec,
July
the river it was one day determined
Baptitste
east by lot of said Marion L. Cooley
short tons, against 6,254,644 tons
today, and kissed the reliquary con- tc concentrate the entire regiment of feast day of Ste. Anne, the shrine of
in 1909 and 4,201.226 in 1908. The
de
Anne
at
Ste.
Beaupre and on the west by said lot of Stern
taining one of the bones from the frist the United States Sixth cavalry at the saint
increase in 1910 over 1909 was 14.13 oi the Mother of
mecca
of pil & Nahni. All of said lots as shown on
thousands
was
the
of
the
It
ort Huachuca. Four troops of the
Virgin.
per cent, whereas the total produc- close of the annual novena of Ste.
ho- the plots of the respective additions,
regiment had started from Nogales, grims. For several days past the
tion of beehive coke increased from
on file and of record in the office of
been
have
houses
Anne, the period during which the eighty miles away from Huachuca tels and boarding
33,060,421 short tons to 34,570,076, a
re
look for many miracles to be when firing began on the Mexican side Oiling with people from all parts of the the probate clerk and
faithful
gain of 1,509,655 .tons, or only 4.57
San
and
in
for
corder,
county,
Miguel
For nine days the little opposite Nogales.
continent, among them being many of
per cent. The coke made in by- performed.
and those af New Mexico.
the
blind
of
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to
listened
church
has
crippled,
prayers
"The
four
a
were
troops,
squadron,
product ovens In 1910 was 17.12 per
The said plaintiff in his complaint
hundreds of sick and disabled persons nearly twenty miles out of Nogales flicted with various other ills, and all
cent of the total production.
In
said cause claims to be the owner
ovens who sought relief from their afflictions when they were picked up by wire- of whom' are looking earnestly for spe
The efficiency of
said property in fee simple; that
o;
of
Intercession
cial
the
favors through
is shown by the fact that while the through the intercession of the saint. less and summoned back. Back they
unless you (who are defendants in
on
occasion
the
her
the
saint
of
good
piled in the direction of the trouble.
heehlve ovens in 1910 produced 34,said suit) enter your appearance in
TO REVISIT OLD HOMES
Before they
had
arrived
the own festival..
570,076 short tons of coke on a con
said suit on or before September
the
26.
Little
.New
York, July
parties trouble was ended. Again the wiresumption of 53,559,285 short tons of
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18, 1911, a judgment will be rendered
ac
of
them
all
of
Welshmen,
retort
less
64.54
nearly
picked up the squadron with orpe rcent, the
coal, or
A girl is known by the company against you by default.
ovens in the same year produced companied by their wives and fam ders to. proceed forward to Huachuca she
keeps, and most of them are
Byron T. Mills is the attorney for
7,138,734 short tons of coke on a ilies, have been dropping into the city which they did. Twice in a single
keeping company.
and his office is on Bridge
plaintiff
tons
few
from
short
the
throughof
9,529,042
points
past
days
consumption
morning the Indispensability of the
full AssociatedTress
is printed
Las
street,
Vegas, N. M.
out the United States and Canada. wireless had been proved."
of coal, or 74.9 per cent.
WILLIAM B. STAPP.
(Seal)
day.
The figures compiled by the geo- They are rounding up here preparatory
The field telegraph, using insulated
Clerk of the District Court.
logical survey show that the average to starting on a pilgrimage to their wire, was in constant use by the in
WELL-KNOWcost of the coal consumed in the by- native Wales. More jthan three hun fantry and mixed bodies of
LAWYER
presentation of daily happenings
N
troops.
product ovens in 1910 was $2.1S a dred have booked passage on the Cun-ar- Spinning their lines wherever they
ton, against $1.01 a ton for that used
liner Caronla, which will sail for went it was possble for a commander
OPTICIANS
MEET
in the beehive ovens, but the diffor Liverpool Friday. Some of those who to sit at ease and direct the moveCURED OF ECZEMA
Milwaukee, Wis., July 26. Milwaugoes into
EVERYTHING decent to
ence in these values is due to thi are going back have not been in ments of his
kee Is entertaining during the remainor division to the
brigade
fact that in beehive practice ths Wales for forty years.
der of this week a large number of
point of moving a single company forRemedies Which He Rectransportation charges are borne by
ward or hack a distance of fractions ByCuticura
leading
opticians of Wisconsin and
the coke, and as retort oven plants
ommends for Skin Troubles.
of miles. Furthermore the commanthe neighboring states. The occasion
FOR
DEVICES
SAFETY
are located at a distance from the
is the annual meeting of the NorthSt. Paul, Minn., July 26. Represen- der was in constant touch with every
progressive merchants advertise in
mines, the freight item is charged
"While attending school at Lebanon, Ohio, western
of
his
integral
Optical association. The prosmall-po- x
commisrailroad
tatives
state
portion
command
was
the
of
from
and
a
in
there
scare,
1882,
to the value of the coal used by them.
columns.
we were all vaccinated.
Presumably from gram for the gathering extends over
all parts of the field.
If, however, the expense of transpor- sions of Wisconsin, Missouri, Illinois
Impure virus used, I became afflicted with four
days and calls for a number of
boils, which lasted lor about
tation on beehive coke from the Iowa, North Dakota. South Dakota The foreign military attaches have
two years, when the affliction features of entertainment in addition
generally read
paper and why
ovens to the points of consumption and Minnesota met here today to con all to make exhaustive reports of the
assumed the form of an
to
the
discussions
and
activities
of
you.
the
lower
eczema on my face, the
professional
army signal corps in
is added to the value of the coke it fer on steps to secure uniform1 regula
part of my face being in- other business of the convention.
will probably be found that the cost tions in regard to the installation and recent maneuvers, and Major Squier
flamed most of the time.
is
There would be
best
already besieged by them for the
a town can " have is a live
of the beehive coke at the furnace maintenance of railway safety devices
rise up, and open, and
advance copies of his report to the
wherever the water would
AMERICAN WEDS FRENCHMAN
chief of staff.
.touch it would bum, and
Olean. N. Y., July 26 In St. Stephcause another one to rise.
After the blister would open, en's church here at noon today Miss
INTERESTING events are cnronicled six
the place would scab over,
ARCHBISHOP ENTHRONED
and would burn and Itch so Josephine Higgins, daughter of the
week;
Philadelphia, July 26. The Most as to be almost unbearable at times. In this late Governor Frank W. Higgins, was
one
to
from
sores
the
would
Rev. Edmond F. Prendergast
spread
place
was way
another, back and forth over the whole of my married to M. Emil Lucan Hovologue
enthroned this morning as Archbishof
upper Hp and chin, and at times the whole of Paris. The couple became acquainCOURAGE is a
editorial
lower part of my face would be a solid sore.
op of the Roman Catholic archdioThis condition continued for four or five years, ted during one of Miss Higgins' freEczema, Acne, Tetter, Poison Oak, Pimples, etc., show that some cese of
Philadelphia with much stategetting any better, and in fact got quent sojourns abroad. M. Hovelogue
unhealthy humor or acid impurity is diseasing the circulation, and ly ceremonial. The cathedral was without
worse all the time, so much so that my wife
holds the important rost of inspector
that a thorough cleansing of this vital fluid is necessary in order to tilled to its
became alarmed lest it prove fatal.
capacity with church dig"During all this time of boils and eczema, general of " public instruction
correct the trouble.
of
Salves, washes, lotions, etc., may relieve some nitaries and distinguished
with the best physicians of this
represent- I doctored
of the itching and other discomforts caused by skin diseases, but such atives of the
of the country, but to no avail. Finally France.
part
I decided to try Cuticura Remedies, which I
treatment has no effect on the blood and therefore cannot do any ceremonials of laity. Preceding the did,
the installation there
taking the Cuticura Resolvent interpermanent good, until the humor is removed from the circulation was an imposing! procession of altar nally, applying the Cuticura Ointment to
LONG BRANCH HORSE SHOW
the
sores, and using the Cuticura Soap for
the cuticle will suffer the effects of an acrid irritation. S.S.5.isthe boys, seminarians,
In
Long
a
time
to
short
and
Branch, N. J., July 26. The
I
very
washing.
began
prelpriests
best and quickest remedy because it is the greatest of all blood ates from the cathedral
notice improvements, and continued to use
annual exhibition of the
to the the
eighteenth
chapel
Cuticura Remedies until within less than
purifiers. It goes into the circulation, and removes every particle of cathedral. The ceremony was con- a year
I was well auain, and have not had a Monmouth County Horse Show Assothe humor, whether it be an infection of poisonous plants or from cluded with the celebration of a pon- recurrence of the trouble since, which b over ciation
opened at Hollywood park toyears. I have recommended Cuticura
other causes, and makes the blood pure, rich and healthy, allowing it tifical mass. Among the prelates who twenty
Remedies to others ever since, and have great day and will continue until the end
to soothe and nourish the skin instead of irritating and inflaming took part were Bishops Fltzmaurice faith in them as remedies for skin diseases." of the week. The event
is one of the
(Signed) A. C, Brandon, Attorney-at-La- w
it with acrid humors. Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice of Erie, Shanahan of
social attractions of the summer seaHarrisburg, Can-evi- Greenville, O., Jan. 17, 1911.
desired sent free. S.S.S. is for sale at drug stores.
Sold throughout the world.
Send to
of Pittsburg, Hoban of Scranton
Potter D. & C. Corp., Dept. 3A, Boston, for son, and has attracted a large num- EVERYBODY READS THE
THE SWIFT SPECIHC CO. ATLANTA, CA.
LAS VEGAS OPTIC
and Garvey of Altoona,
free sample of Cuticura Soap and Ointment. ber, of well known people.

Washington, July 26. For many
7ears the valuable material constitutin the manufacing the
ture of coke was absolutely wasted;
even today there is great extrava-lnc- e
In coke making, through the
continued use by the majority of
manufacturers of the old beehive
type of coke oven, rather than the
oven. The United States
is far behind Germany and other foreign countries in adopting the
economies resulting from the coking
of coal in the
ovens In
what Is known as the beehive oven,
eo called because of Its similarity In
shape to the conventional beehive,
the coal is only partly consumed, or,
to speak more properly, the volatile,
combustible (constituents, the gaa,
tar and ammonia everything except
the fixed carbon, which Is left behind as coke Is wasted. In the byproduct ovens these are recovered
and used. In Germany little . or no
coke is now made except in retort or
by product ovens. Hundreds of millions of dollars' worth of these valuhave heen wasted
able
by American coke producers, but it
Is gratifying to note that the imoven is replacing
proved
the wasteful beehive with considerable rapidity.
The first ovens of the
type In the United States were built
In 1893 at Syracuse, N. Y. From this
one plant there has been an Increase
ovens in 1910, all
to 4,078
but 27 of which were in active operation. This is an increase of 164 over
the number in operation in 1909 and
399 more than were in operation in
'
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FOR PUBLICATION
San Miguel
County, New Mexico.
.Byron T. Mills, Plaintiff, vs. Th Town
of Las. Vegas, et als. Defendant.
Caus No.' 6706.
The unknown heir of Juan da DIos
Alaese, Miguel Archuleta, Manuel Dur-raJose Antonio Casaus, deceased
persons, St Louis Paper Company,
Graham Paper Company, and all unknown claimants of Interests adverse
to the plaintiff In the premlsese herein
after described, are hereby notified
that a suit has been commenced in the
District Court by said plaintiff, to quiet
the title to that real estate situated In
San Miguel county, New Mexico,
NOTICE

In the District Court,

ORDINANCE

to-wl- t:

Blocks 2, 3, 11, 47, 50, 61, 77, 90, 91,
lots 1 to 8 inc. In block 19; lots 1 to
10 inc. block 20; lot 13 in block 32;
lots 2 and 3 In block 33; lot 13 in "block
S9; lot 4 in block 60; lots 14 and 15
in block 72; lots 4 to 36 inc. In block
74; lots 7 to 36 Inc. iblock 82; lots 1
to 13 Inc. In block 83, all In Porter &
Mills addition to Las Vegas. New
Mexico, also lots 4 to 9 inclusive In
"block 9 of Raynolds and Harrold's
addition to Las Vegas, New Mexico, as shown on the respective
plats of said additions on file and of
Tecord In the office of the Probate
Recorder in and
Clerk and
for San Miguel County, New Mexico,
refernce to 'whichx plats are hereby
made.
,
The said plaintiff, in his complaint
filed In said cause, claims to be the
owner of said property In fee simple;
that unless you (who are defendants In
said suit) enter your appearance In
aid suit on or before September 18,
1911, a Judgment will be rendered
against you by default.
Byron T. Mills Is attorney for plaintiff and his office is on Bridge street,
Xaa Vegas, N. M.
WILLIAM B. STAPP,
Seal)
Clerk of the District Court

NOTICE
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Casbestol;

MEXICO:

Sec. 1. That each of the following
lots and pieces of land abuts on the
line of the said eewer to be constructed In the said portion or district of
the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
or la so near to the line of the said
sewer as to be, in the opinion of the
said City Council, benefited by the
construction thereof, and each and
every one thereof is therefore hereby
assessed the amount hereinafter designated, such amount being the proportionate frontfoot share of each of
such lots and pieces of land of the
total cost of constructing the said
sewer within the portion or district
of the said city above described.
See 2. The lots and pieces of
land in the Lopez or ZIon Hill addition are assessed as follows:
Block 13 A; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, owned
by Belden & Mills, $20 each; lot 5,
owned by Mrs. B. Danzlger, $20; lot
20 owned by Mrs. Minnie Clay,
$20;
the west 12 feet of lot 21, owned by
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DeDartment of Territorial Engineer..
No. of Application 540.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, April 14, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that on the
2nd day of March, 1911, In accordance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
of 1907, John S. Fox of Sanchez,
of
County of San Miguel. Territory
the
to
New Mexico, made application
(Continued on Page Seven)
Territorial Engineer of New Mexico
the
from
for a permit to appropriate
of New
HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS
public waters of the Territory
Mexico.
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
Such appropriation is to be made Honey and Tar Compound will do It.
Chifrom Mestano arroyo tributary to E. M. Stewart, 10D4 Wolfram St.,
"I have been greatly
cago, writes:
Canadian at a point 22 degrees, 20 troubled
during the hot summer
minutes west, 600 feet from halt months with hay fever and find that
corner between Secton 31, Township by using Foley's Honey and Tar
I get great relief." Many others
16 North, Range 24 East, by means of
diversion and storage and 30.48 cubic who suffer similarly will be glad to
by Mr. Stewnti's experience.
feet per second, and or 360 acre feet benefit
to Section 29, 0. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
ia n h ronveved
Co.
24 East,
Township 16 North, Range
and reservoir
by means of pipe line
KIDNEY DISEASES ARE CURABLE
and there used for irrigation of 159 under certain conditions. The right
acres.
medicine must be talten before the
The Territorial Engineer will take disease has progressed too far. Mr,
Perry A. Pitman, Dale, Tex says:
this application up for consideration "I
in bed for four months
en the 13th of July, 1911, and all per- withwas down and
bladder trouble and
kidney
of
the
granting
sons who may oppose
One bottle of Foley's
stones.
gall
the above application must file their Kidney Remedy cured me well and
with affi- sound." Ask for it, O. G. Schaefer
substantiated
objections
Engineer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Territorial
the
with
davits
and oofly with applicant on or before
that date.
CHARLES D. MILLER,
Territorial Engineer.

July

ftum

o ky
form.
Tm knew il't ttuend
mmk through with Mtua. wmur mm& o4
Tkyafter
wetting doa't pnarl your hudu

nue; thence along Columbia avenue
east to Eighth street; thence north
Raynolds avenue: thence east
tj
on Raynolds avenue to Sixth street;
thence south to Baca avenue; thence
east along Baca avenue to Fourth
street; thence in a line midway between Baca and Washington avenues
from Fourth street to "Grand avenue;
thence on Garfield avenue to the said
main line of the Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe Railway company on the
east,
WHEREAS, the said City Council
has elected that the whole of the
cost of said construction shall be assessed against the lots and pieces of
land situate in said portion of the
city or in said sewer district and abutting on the line of said sewer, or so
near thereto as to be. in the opinion
of the said City Council,
benefited
by the construction thereof;
NOW THEREFORE,. BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF LAS VEGAS, NEW

--

nr.

.m

aenue, thence north to Columbia ave

Com-oun-

n

Wjiwi.ii

The main line of the Atchison. To- peka and Santa Fe railway company
on the east; Lincoln avenue to Tenth
street on the South; on the west by
a line from the enter of the intersection of Tenth street and Lincoln

.

'

NO. 355

An ordinance assessing the cost o!
constructing a eewer within a certain
portion or district of the City of Las
Vegas; New Mexico, upon the lots and
pieces of land within said portion or
district, and providing for the Issuance of "sewer certificates."
WHEREAS, by resolution entered
of record, the City Council of the City
of Lea Vegas, New Mexico, has declared it to be necessary and proper, in
the opinion of the said City Council,
to have constructed and maintained a
sewer la a portion of the eald City of
Lm Vegas, which Is described as
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Clothing, Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes. Hafs, Caps & Gloves
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45 VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

ITALA

$30,000.00

Mach i n ery Headquarters.
Grain Binders,
Howing Machines,
Hay Rakes,
Bean Threshers,
Grain Threshers,
Bean Harvesters,

,

Deere Plows,

Farm Wagons,
Spring Wagons,
Buggies,
Binder Twine,
Autos.

Charles Ilfold Compaay,
Lbs Vegas, New Mexico.

The
Science of
Selling

Farms
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MOTION

PICTURES

IN TWO PARTS
of the Trojan

REPRODUCTION

War two

Gladiators engaged
Spectacular attack on
the city Settings dazzling with gran-- ,
conflagrations, showing
the giant Wooden Horse captured by the Tro
jans, and the sortie in the dead of night by the
soldiers concealed in the animal, who set fire to
the city; the terror of the' lovely Helen as her hus
band, at the head of the avenging Greeks, de
stroys the Trojans with fire and sword and kill
Paris, her lover, and a multitude of amazing
deur--Awe-inspi- ring

E-M- -F

If it may be termed a science

8

rn nn

Pi

1

21-2-

mast

include a means of presenting the

Beautiful Women
Dashing Chariots
' class in the southwest use the
Artistic Statuary
Llassivc Palaces
OPTIC
Regal Costumes
WANT COLUMNS
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

CLASSIFIED AOS. HIT THE BULLSEYE

All depicted in exquisite photography, tinted and toned beyond compare.

This
ium causes any otner subject herettore produced by any manufacturer in the
wona, even tne ourning or Kome, to pale into msigniticance.

WITHOUT A DOUBT THE

5, 12, 19. 26.

Those Who Take Foley Kidney Pills
and bladder ailurinaiy
and
for
annoying
ments,
are always grateful both
for the quick and permanent relief
tonic and
they afford, and for theirwell.
Try
effect as
strengthening
Foley Kidney Pills. O. 0. Schaefer
and Red Cress Drug Co.

MOST

Tor their kidney

MAGNIFICENT

--

EVER MADE

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

Sprains require carerul treatment,
keep quiet and applywillChamberlain's
remove the
Liniment freely. It
soreness and quickly restore the parts
to a healthy condition. For sale by

ADVERTISED GOODS

Menelaus. the KincrJ of Snarta. Helen.
the most beautiful woman. The Tro-ia- n
Armv and the Greeks in a thrillincr
"
battle. The Giant vv ooden Horse. Ve- -

Y'ZJr's- -J

7

all druggists.

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of mamyterials isEsti-m otto.
mates cheerful'

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right,, but in advertising, which
will not prove" permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

PICTURE

MOVING

i
I

II

X

.

J
J

11

UOj 111C

.

JUVJVO.

AllO

J

'

LA Vy

tion of the Beautiful City of Troy, the palaces and
their immense columns of stone crashing majestically to the ground.
.

THIS PICTURE SHOULD BE SEEN BY EVERY TEACHER AND SCHOLAR

INSTRUCTIVE AND ENTERTAINING TO ALL

ly given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

Adults,

- -

20g

Ghildren,

- .-

10c
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THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
tlHOOBPOHiTlD)

M. M. PADGETT

EDITOR

Entered at the Postofflce at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, (or transmission through the United States Mails
as second class matter.

tending from Washington, D. C, to
Jacksonville, through the capitals of
the seaboard states; length, ot route,
1,500 miles.
n
Memorial, Niagara
Falls to New Orleans, via Zanesville,
Ohio, Maysvllle, Ky Nashville, Tenn.,
and Meridian, Miss., 1,200 miles.
"
highway, from IDenl-soTexas, to Dallas, Waco, Austin
and San Antonio, connecting Houston
anl Galveston, 600 miles
Nearly every state in the Union is
benefited to some extent by the
new highways, and the manner in which all sections are working to the same end simultaneously
Indicates that it will not be Ion? before the United States is laced by a
complete system of good roads

SMALIi CHANCE TO

seemed inevitable up to the outbreak
oq Mondays .

i

DAILY
Copy

BY CARRIER

'

'

.

V
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WIN FORTUNES

There is no better advertisement
than a good photograph, no matter
what it fs that Is being advertised.
This is particularly true of land. A

pro-nos-

Charlie (Duke) FarrelL the fonnerj
Highlander scout, is scouting for the
Washington team.
WITH THE BOXERS
The New York Americans have
Pitcher George Clark, of the
4
Sioux City Western league team.
Fred
Storbeck, the South African
Ty Cobb, of the Tigers, is still the
heavyweight, is coming to this counand
best hitter,
!
in the major leagues.
try next month. ,,:,:,,,,.;.:
arid
are
Ross
Jim
Both
Na,Tony
Barry
Harry Stelnfeldt, of the Boston
with Jim
tionals, fs at his home in Bellevue eager to hook up in a muss
Flynn.
Ky., nursing an injured finger.
Carl Morris wanted $4,000 for three
The Cleveland youngsters are showbouts in Philadelphia. The
ing class and helping the Naps to
climb in the American league race.
promoter told Morris that he could
leave his name and if that amount
the
on
is
Schaefer
still
"Germany"
bejob at first for. Washington and play- of money was found anywhere
Yellow
the
and
Cod
Sea,
tween
Cape
ing the bag like a real first baseman.
With Baltimore and Toronto fight he would be notified.
ing all the way, Rochester will find It
a tough Job to win the Eastern league DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, ss they cannot
pennant.
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
Russell Blackburn, who ha3 been There Is only one way to cure deafout of the game with an injured knee, ness, and that is by constitutional
'
will return to the White Sox while the remedies. Deafness is caused by an
mucous linof
the
condition
inflamed
team is In the east.
of the Eustachian Tube. When
In Salee,. Harmon and Steele the ing
this tube is inflamed you have a rumSt. Louis Cardinals have three pitch- bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
ers that look good enough in a world's when it Is entirely closed, deafness is
'
the result, and unless the inflammachampionship series.
tion can be taken out and this tube
Veteran pitchers are fading away. restored to its normal condition,
maThe two greates twlrlers in the
bearing will be destroyed forever;
by
jor leagues today are youngsters, nine cases out of ten are caused
which is nothing but an inGregg, of Cleveland and Alexander of catarrh, condition
of the mucous surflamed
Philadelphia.
faces.
A large sign at the White box park
We will 1ve One Hundred Dollars
In Chicago proclaims the fact that for any ease of deafness (caused by
by
Gotch and Hackenschmidt will wrestle catarrh) that cannot be cured cirSend for
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
on the grounds on September 4.
cular, free.
Pitcher Harry Mclntyre is the dia". CHENTCY k Co., Toledo, O.
mond king of the Cubs. When Harry
So'd bv Thiridst8. 75c.
Family Pills for constV
dons his rocks he has the front of a
patlon.
moving picture theatre looking like
a farmer's lantern.
As a matter of fact a lot of people
President Taylor of the Boston Red
no use for you because they can't
have
Sox is trying to land Tet Jones, now
rse
you.
with St. Joseph in the Western league.
Jones had a trial with the Chicago
White Sox this spring, but was sent A fellow doesn't have to be hard
on his clothes to wear out his welback to the minors.
.
Minor leagues in Kansas, Missouri come.

ON RACES

clear, striking photograph tells the
whole story, tells it accurately and
convincingly and leaves no room for
argument If the land Is good, the
crop fine, the scenery beautiful, the
camera shows it, Just as it is, without
exaggeration, but at its best. One
of the greatest handicaps the Bureau
of Immigration has had in preparing
its advertising matter has been in obtaining photographs. This is true of
ex(ery seetflon of New
practically
'
Mexico. Photographs are demanded
for almost every article about New
Mexico that is sent out. Every piece
of advertising literature, to be most
effective, must have photographs and
good ones.
This is a splendid year on the
farms and orchards of New Mexico.
Right in this district New Mexico has
a great many crops of various kinds
that are flourishing and that would
make pictures of the most convincing
kind. Keep a permanent record of
these crops. Have some good photographs taken. Almost every man can
have access to a good kodak these
days and the cost is very small. Do
it today while the crops are at their
very best, and when you have done lt
send a print to the Bureau of Immigration at Albuquerque, with the title
and description and your name on the
back. The Bureau Is buying photographs constantly and will gladly pay
the usual price for good pictures
which can be used in the New Mexico
campaign. One photo
advertising
graph of your farm may result in
bringing people into this section. Do
it today for New Mexico.

'PITTSBURG

LOI

pur-chans-

PHIL"

LEFT UPWARDS OF $2,500,000 OTHERS
LEFT NOTHING

v

base-steal--

run-gette-

e,

e

bun-Ion-

,

NOTES

o

PHOTOGKAPIIS OF CHOPS

What chance has a man to make
money by betting on horse races? This
06
question has been frequently asked.
fer
16
One Week
The difference between a successful
Mrs. Quiz Has your husband ever
66
One Month
man and a losing one is best illustrat- been accused
o
of plagiarism?
One Year
$7.50
ed by the amount of money left by
Mrs. Spacer No; and it discourages
HITCH EN Elt SHELVED
DAILY BY MAIL
.the late George E. Smith ("Pittsburg him, too. It shows he has never writOne Year
$6.00
Phil") and the late Davy Johnson. ten anything that's so good other peo
Americans who have not taken the
Six Months
3.03
The former left a fortune of $2,500,000 ple would like to claim it
pains to inform themselves that poll- WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
the latter died owing nearly a million.
tics dominates the Britsh war office,
GROWER
And yet in a way both men were suc
to
know
be
that
EngPUT 'EM TO SLEEP.
may
surprised
One Tear
$2.00
cessful turf plungers.
sent
land
its
has
Lord
Kitchener,
1.00
Six Months
Pittsburg Phil was the most suc
greatest soldier and military 'genius.
(Cash in Advance for Mall
cessful man that ever attempted to
to the quiet, sequestered post 'of proSubscriptions.)
get a fortune from the turf. During
Remit by draft, check or money consul in Egypt, Instead of placing
his fifteen years of speculation he was
in
him
of
the
reorgan
army's
charge
order. It sent otherwise we will not
ization. For Lord Kitchener had the
eclipsed at times by various plungers
(e responsible (or loss.
sacn as m. r. lawyers, nerre Lioru-larSpecimen copies free on application. hardihood to say what he thought
remedies
were
defects
and
the
;of
Plunger Walton, John A. Drake.
DISCONTINUED
AT
ALL PAPERS
the army, which Is admittedly, in need
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
John W. Gates and Davy Johnson, who
J
PAID FOR.
of reorganization..
made bets ranging from $10,000 to
$40,000 on a horse, while "Phil" was
Advertisers are guaranteed the Lord Kitchener evidently speaks
largest daily and weekly circulation his mind too plainly. He is what,, in
modestly placing his $1,000 or $5,000.
of any newspaper in Northeastern the vernacular of American kings-oThere has been much hue and cry
New Mexico.
commerce, would be known as an
of late years by the enemies of racing
'unsafe man." Therefore, put him 'off
against the bookmaker. The individ
WEDNESDAY, JULY 26, 1911.
In Egypt, where he cannot, interfere
ual has been painted In black colors
with the bureaucrats in the -- British
To him has been credited much of the
GOOD llOADS MOVEMENT war department. The argument they
evils of the turf fixed races, and
are using is that he is"advaHced in
of Jockeys and trainers,
manipulating
He is 63 and looks to be
Some of these stories are true, but
While they are expending large years."
about 50;' as robust and 'Birring .as
Novelist When I'm writing a novel,
sums of money for the construction
many of them are pure fabrications.
lose considerable sleep over lt
most men of 40, as was generally 're
I
of a comprehensive system of pubPittsburg Phil did not consider book
Critic Oh! well, what's your loss Is
marked on the occasion"' of his Me
makers crooks and he matched his your readers' gala.
lic highways in the territory, the tour across the American1'
continent.
wits against them when ,the book
people of New Mexico will be inter- it is estimated that In live
years
ested to know that they are keeping Lord
maker had a better chance to control
Kitchener could bring "Britain's
the running of a race than he has had
pace with the progressive states in
"
liandard.
Shoe
Shake Into Your
Cerarmy back to a high
road building.
in recent years.
Foot-Easthe
Allen's
would
pow
for
be
five
he
antiseptic
good
tainly
years
Illustrating the tremendous impe- of hard work.
W9V16 ti
lt
Pittsburg Phil told his friends that
der. It relieves painful, smarting,
tus that lately has been given to the
Too bad for Great Britain if it has tender, nervous feet, and instantly the secret of his success in pcklng
nation-widmovement for improved allowed
winners was due to the fact that he
politics in the military arm takes the sting out of corns and
public highways, the United States of the government, foT'TBat Ms i'J an
did not own race horses during the
disIt's the greatest comfort
office of public roads has just pre- arm on
years when he accumulated his for
lien's Foot-Eas- e
which Englishmen" lean with covery of the age.
pared a chart which shows that near- much complacency.
n.
conceded makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It tune. In the last few years of his life
miles ot
ly 16,000
he bought a string of racers in order
to be demoralized in organization. Is a certain relief for sweating,
roads are
interstate and trunk-lin- e
feet. Al- to give his brother William employ
manned and , entirely inadepoorly
swollen,
tired,
aching
contemplated in various sections of quate to the needs of the
But the horses
kingdom. ways use lt to break in new shoes. ment as a trainer.
the country.
v
All this Lord Kitchener pointed ! out Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25 cost him dear.
The chart prepared by the office and
"Don't own race horses if you wish
the ways to reform it. He ought cents. Don't accept any substitute.
of public roads shows the extent to
to know, since for forty years he par- For FREE trial package, address Al- to pick winners," he told his friends.
which the good roads movement has
"I speak by the card.' I have won many
ticipated as a leader in all of Eng- len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
taken hold fof every part tot the land's
great
military
big bets on my horses, notably on King
engagements.
United . States, north, south, east
But in Egypt some diplomacy is THOMPSON AND LEWIS READY Cadmus. But I lost the winnings on
The Amateur Poet Whatever I do,
and west, the improved roads, sonw
required and Lord Kitchener is ' ad- . New York," July 126. Metropolitan many other horses lnmy stable. The I dd with my whole soul.
merely planned, others actually under mitted to have
enough of that to fight fans are looking forward to see- trouble with a man owning horses, Is
His Wife (sadly) I know you do,
construction, literally make a net make a
good proconsul. When he re ing one of the best bouts of the hot he can see only his thoroughbred en dear, but it would be such a help lt
work entirely covering the country, turned from
ithis orient last time, weather season tomorrow night when tered in the race. Pride of possession you'd give it up and do things with
If all the plana contemplated are
to be perplexed to "Cyclone Johnny" Thompson and Wil- makes him think his horse Is a Hin your hands.
England
professed
carried out by the men and com' una a
place large enough for his lie Lewis clash for ten rounds at the doo, when in reality he is only a Sea
munities back of them, it will be
where the kingdom might National Sporting club. The two fight- Robher. When you have no horse en
usefulness,
HE SUCCEEDED.
possible to drive wagons and auto- profit
his cervices. That toow ers have been training faithfully since tered in a race
by
to
the
your Judgment is not
mobiles
from the Atlantic
proves to have been an Illusion. What the articles were signed and both ap- biased."
Pacific coast, and from Vancover, was
wanted was a place small enough
MexWith Davy Johnson the possession
pear to be In the pink of condition for
British Columbia, to Tia Juana,
to
hide
him with some show of dig the battle.
or
to
racers served to brine both .rood
from
and
Montreal,
Canada,
ico,
J i
nity.
ana Daa iuck. his experience was
Miami, Fla. The map prepared by
o
i
A CORROBORATION
much like that of Pittsburg Phil he
the office of public roads, merely for
won many big bets on his racers,, but
the purpose of guaging the extent of RIVAL FQIt
the good roads movement as fostered
Of Interest to East Las Vegas Readers ultimately lost the money back on
When lt comes to furnishing excite
them. Roseben. his favorite racer and
by individuals, associations and com
munities, Bhowe the following great ment in a dignified legislative body
For months East Las. Vegas citizens the greatest sprinter the turf has had
highways in contemplation or actu-all- the British house of commons needs have seen in these columns enthusias- in the last ten years, time and again
to take no back seat. '.: (Mif f. i&irdpean tic
under construction:
praise' of Doan's Kidney Pills by won a big fortune for Johnson.
From Yellowstone Park to Glacier parliamentary bodies' have given some East Las
But twice when Johnson tried to
Would
Vegas residents.
National park, through Fort Yellow- exciting exhibitions, mittfrat" inthe these
recommend a force the old gelding to win over
prominent
people
stone, the Big Hole battlefield and commons on Monday when Premier
remedy that had not proven reliable? long route and on the day the old
otlffcr interesting points in the Rocky
Asqulth attempted to bring about;.coh-sideratio- Would they confirm their statements horse broke down, Johnson went
mountains a total distance of 450
of the lord's ametJtment & after
years had elapsed if personal "broke." Unlike Pittsburg Phil, John
miles.
the parliamentary bill will rival apy,
had not shown the remedy son was not a close student of "form"
experience
Vancou
from
The Pacifio highway,
Blueflsh tio Shad thought he'd gx
The cabled accounts of the session to he
No but depended more on "inside infor- of endorsement?
worthy
into society by coming to the set
ver, B. C, to Tia Juana, Mexico, a give only a slight Idea of what the' up
stronger proof of merit can be had mation."
shore, did he?
distance of 2,009 miles.
roar was. like. For excitement it Is than cures that have stood the teat
Of the two men, Johnson was the
Bass Why, yes. They had him fa
The Lincoln Memorial road, from in a class
with the Camorra trial, of time. The following statement greater plunger. If he won $25,000 one dinner at De Wealth's the first da.
.Washington to Gettysburg, 40 miles. and some of the situations were so
should carry conviction to the mind of day he would bet it back the next Phil
high much like
Sherman,
those which have occurred every East Las Vegas reader.
was more careful, and would not bet
way, 150 miles.
iu the Italian trial that one would
tarry ms
Main
713
Charles
Just
for the sake of betting. Johnson
avenue,
O'Malley,
The Memphlsto-Bristhighway,
of
Cam
the
methdds
that
the
imagine
1907
"In
a
Las
N.
had mania to bet, and would bet on
East
M., says:
Vegas,
connecting Knoxvllle, Nashville and
orra prisoners were being Imitated, I publicly recommended Doan's Kidney anything. He had
Jacksonville, a distance of 540 miles
spells of good and
The Central highway, from More-hea- d even up to the climax of declaring the Pills and at this time I can corroborate bad luck.
City, N. C., on the Atlantic session adjourned because' of 'the In- the statement I then gave in their
ocean, to Paint Rock, on the French ability of continuing it owing to the favor and say that I have had no furStop in at O. G. Schaefer's and get
Broad river, Tenn., through Golds- - uproar. The occurrence in .England ther need of medicine. I obtained a free sample of ZEMO and 2EM0
boro, Raleigh, Greensboro, Salisbury, is amusing to other people, but to ,the Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center SOAP.
Charlotte and Ashvllle, N. C, 460 British it is of the utmost seriousness. Block Pharmacy and the cure then
The surest and most economical
Ii marked the voicing
the .real, sen- effected has been permanent"
miles.
treatment. foj ..eczema,', .pimples,, dan- r
The Dupont highwajf rpm the up-- timent against the government pro . For sale by all dealers. Price 5.9 4rufT.and all diseases 6f the skin and
er end to the lower end ot Dela gram which contemplates adding to cents. Foster-Mllbur-n
Co., Buffalo, scalp. Do not negltct' :thi'sr. 'They will'
t, the
ware, proposed by T. Coleman
New York, sole agents for the United tfvyyoaTromptTtffleTantrTtrtyOtf n
aristocracy if the statesmen
who has offered toataBCKJe
I 2
eSofW States.
tnty
J-tiiiTed ? tasi3nnHirT?sps. In.
1,000,000 toward Its construction; government
Remember the name Doan'i-rtfanta a well no
"bTEeTT
length of route.'WS-intlCbeen
has
Sold by; druggists everywhere and
in
The
situation
England
' Des Moines-Kansa- s
City St Joseph critical 'forisimfinteralthoilgh the
In East HAa rVegas by O. G. Schaefer.
trail.
people in general have paid but little
highway, extending attention to what was going on. The
You can't always turn a man down
from Cumberland, Md., to Tacoma,
Fever arJ Summer Golds
of the contest between the Hay
bitterness
because he happens to be a
just
Wash., passing over the old CumberMUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
and the opposition
crank.
land road, through Columbus, Indian- government forces
AND WE RECOMMEND
has been pronounced for some time
apolis, St Louis, over Boone's Lick
fol
the
that
1- -3
J-- S.
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COMTrail to Old Franklin, Mo., through and lt was not surprising
Honey
would show their
POUND
Nebraska, Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon lowers of Balfour
Is effective for coughs and colds in
and Washington;
Compound
length of route, disapproval by Ylolent protest against
either
children or grown persons. No
'
:"
the
which
lr:'a
premier
the methods by
3,800 milesV
For quick and definite results. opiates, no harmful drugs. In the
his
out
for
policy.
win
to
threatens
MontreaHo-Miam- t
For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
.highway,-- ; passThe
has that follows SCARLET FEVER, for O. G. Schaefer
and Rel Cross Drug
ii
)
ing through Albany. New;York, Tren- The vigor of the protest, however,
WHOOPING
for
Co.
COUGH,
CROUP,
the
weaken
opposition
ton, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Wash- only served to
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
Railroad
ington, Richmond Raieigh,' Columbia, Disgraceful scenes like those directed of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
'
v
aldisasAvenue.- children
n
summer
For
with
diarrhoea
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLp,:use
at Premier Asqulth react
Savannah and Jacksonville.
CholColic.
gve Chamberlain's
The Lincoln way, from Louisville trous effect and will result in Hhe par- - Foley's Honey and Tar Compound ways
era and ' Diarrhoea Remedy and carter
I bit
QftuSCHAEFER.
to Nashville, 150 miles.
UamenUiy..hilI being passed, .proboil, and a speedy cure is curtain. Fo.r
v'
The
sale byall Misgtais.
highway, ex
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BASEBALL
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"Red-to-Rlo-

and Arkansas have been up against
It this season. The Kansas state, the
Missouri etat(j and the Arkansas state
leagues', 'aha 'the WesteA association
have closed up ghopand gone home.

it- -

of making the new lords, which course
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The'power behind the dough must be quick and positive in action
it must produce certain, satisfactory result! and yet be pure
and wholesome. K C Baking Powder is the scientific com- -
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of good housewives know that K C has made
a pleas
m. Vvft vnnr nnm oalrtt tn tn. V ORstclMtf
firn o tl A b (i
Powder at least once. Guaranteed pure under all pure food
laws. Your grocer will return your money if you are
not pleased. It will solve your bake-da- y
problems.
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to get the Cook's Book Free

How

K C Coot's Book,

containing- 90 tested,

recites, sent free u6on
receipt of the colored certificate packed in theZ5-ce.can. Send tt today.
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in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

CO.

Phone Main 3

ABSORBLETS
Professor W. Lawson Tall, apropos

of the new serum cure for hay fever,
.said at a medical banquet in Denver:
"This cure is the result of patience,
the result of much patient toiL
when I think of the patient
waiting Involved in the perfecting of
this cure I am reminded of (Dr. Bob
Sawyer's
,

"Dr. Bob Sawyer stepped proudlv
one day. There
into his ante-roowere Quite eight or nine persons
there. And Dr. Bob, looking from
one face to another with complaisance, said:
" 'Well, who comes . first? Who's
Teen waiting the longest?'
."'Here, Doc that's me, said Snip,
the tailor, rising and flourishing his
unpaid bill. 'I've been waiting over
m

eighteen months.'"

Eugenio Romero returned today to
lEstancia, where he is engaged in
superintending the management of
his sawmill.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts has returned to his home In Raton after
having been here a short time on
court business.
W. C. Babcock,of Cedar Rapids, la.,
vrtao had been here looking over his
holdings on the mesa, left last night
in return to his home.
S. E. Waterman
and family left
this afternoon for Colorado Springs,
where they expect to spend the remainder of the summer.
the
Clyde Thurber.
representing
Oecidentar Life Insurance company,
it here from Albuquerque, for a several days' visit on Insurance business.
Colonel James W. Wlllson of Ros-weIs in the cltly to attend, the enHe is the executive
campment
head Of the New Mexico Military
academy.
Colonel M. L. Stern of Albuquerque,
a member of Governor Mills' Btaff, arrived last night to take part in the
doings of Governor's Day at the encampment
Mrs. Eva Houston, who had been
spending the summer in Los Angeles,
li the guest of her aunt and uncle,
Mrs. and Mrs. N. B. Roseberry for a
few days.
Paul A. Holland, formerly district
superintendent for the Colorado Telephone company, with headquarters
In Trinidad, but now manager of the
Colorado Springs district was here
today introducing his successor, P.
N. Patterson.W. E. Cogdell and wife of Tucum-cari- ,
are in the city and may remain
several weeks. Mr. Cogdell is state
deputy for the Modern Woodmen of
America, and contemplates inaugurating a campaign for new members to
augment Camp To. 13,779. Mr.
success as lodge stimulator Is
attested by, his;, work at Tucumcari,
where he swelled the M. W. A. mem
bership tolls frpm 83 to 254 In a short
tlmeSjt' Ispossible the state deputy
his permanent
may. (B&hiia J
headiuartriniLas Vegas.
ll

-

Rabbi Joseph Silverman, the noted
pastor of New York, says the Cosmopolitan, tells an amusing anecdote,
of an Englishman and a Scotchman,
who were bragging in loud tones.
"Me man, said the Britisher, "tain't
hoften a person is tooken fer royalty, hut I've been mistook for th'
Prince of Wales in me younger doys."
"Hoot, man," answered the Scot.
"I myself, have been called th' Duk3
of Argyll."
The man selling collar buttoas
paused to listen. "Dat's nuttin'," said
lewitha depreciatory gesture, "Ivas
jneefln' ah. friend In Ravingten 'tftrt;,
an he shouted: .'Oh, Holy Moses! Is
that you.' "
A Chicago man who was visiting a
certain region in Arkansas observed
to a farmer that there was a great
deal of ague in that part of the coun
try. "What a handicap!" said the
traveler. "It unfits a man or worl
doesn't it "
-,
"Generty it does," said the farmemost solemnly. "Still, when my boy
vJSam has a right hard fit of the
shakes, we fastens the churn-dash- e
to him and he brings the butter inside
of twelve minutes.' Harper's Maga
zine.

Cog-dell- 's

FAILURE OF NERVE
COST HER $1000
REFUSED" TO BE MARRIED
TUNNEL, j 5,000 FEET UN-

GIRL
IN

DERGROUND

Fine! Well, they
He Oh, yes!
up to be
grow
babies
say homely
handsome that is, you can be thankful er well, how much he looks like
his mother, I mean. Toledo Blade.

HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
Honey and i Tar' Compound will do it
E. M. Stewart, 10C4 Wolfram St, Chi
cago, writes: "I have been greatly

Weak' "Washington Star
Us

Come

right

see our new baby.

in, old man,

There! Isn't

and
ho

TO NORMAL

(Continued on Page Eight)

UNUSUAL

cover and blocked further advance.
A message was sent Immediately to
the commander of the Blues, who
promptly deployed a company up the
slope of Hill 7100, at the same time
sending another company to the right
for the purpose of advancing under
cover of the railroad embankment.
The company that went up the slope
advanced a line of skirmishers against
the enemy, who were caught on lower
ground and thus were forced to retire,
falling back under cover of the support across the valley to the Hdge
farther west.
The Blues promptly advanced and
look the ground formerly occupied by
the Reds, which again crowded the
Reds' position and which forced t'aem
to vacate and retire to the embank
ment west of the dam. This was discovered not to be a very advantageous
position, so they fell back for thi purpose of making a getaway across the
bridge to join the Red forces on he
other side. They were caught, however, while making a stand on low
ground by a number of Blues who fired on them at close range, thus sustaining a loss of about fifty per cent
of the command. The remainder succeeded In crossing tne river and joining the main body.
By this time the necessary tinio for
for the repair of the wagon train had
elopsed, so the Reds fell back west
'
along the road leading from Hot
to
cross
the river without furSprings
ther molestation. About a mile farther west the Reds made another defense from across the canyon and
were forcing the Blues to make a
wide flank movement up the hill and
aiong the left flank when recall was
sounded for the lack of further time.
The entire command was then assembled and went itno camp In the
small village one-hal- f
mile west of
Hot Springs. Shelter tents
were
pitched, guards established over the
water and each man proceeded to
cook his dinner in the small utensils
carried in his haversack.
The men' showed execptlonal abil
ity in making camp and cooking their
rations. About 2:30 p. m., tents were
struck upon the sounding of jthe
Blanket roll were slung and
the command marched back to camp,
where it arrived at 4:30 o'clock. The
men did good work in scaling the h!gh
Mils and won the commendation of

out
Anyway the workmarnwhqr turns
.a J
ia
MrH(a &nroemeni
j
l l L. Jt starj
on the one whdfidees nothing o
around and make remarks.
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ItMrrfthi'S? to give
for 5tn,eftTB W0IPTn"bf fun.

$10 fine

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

and BUILDER

Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building job Work a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
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Philadelphia, July 26. Under the
direction of three New York City
school teachers a unique experiment
:s being mil ade at the summer school
of the University of Pennsylvania. The
teachers, who are Miss Elizabeth Far-rol- l,
Inspector of ungraded classes iu
New York City; Mrs. Margaret Pfelf-fe- r
of Brooklyn and Miss Elizabeth
Valsh of New York City, both experts
in ungraded class work, are conducting a class cf fifteen backward children
under the auspices of the department
These children by procf, psychology
per training they hope to bring back
to the normal within two months.
The experiment is being made as
an object lesson to the public schools
of the country. Nothing is being done
for the children that could not be, carried on under any public school system.
The class is in session from 9 to 5
every day. During this time the children are taught the regular school
subjects. In addition they are instructed in gymnastics, swimming, personal
hygiene and painting in water colors.
The girls are taught sewing and domestic science, Including the setting
of tables for. meals, etc.
An hour of every day Is spent in
resting. The children lie out on the
university campus In steamer chairs.
When the class opened the blood of
each child was tested. The university
serves them with lunches and the diet
of each child is arranged according to
the condition of its blood. The university also supervises the preparation of the morning and evening meals
in the homes of the children. ' Each
pupil has been furnished with a tooth
brush and tooth paste and in addition
is taught how to bathe.
In order to answer the objections of
educators that it would be impossible
for one teacher to instruct a class of
fifteen children In such a variety of
subjects, Miss Farrell, Mrs. Pfeiffer
aiid Miss Walsh will each take turns
in conducting the class alone and unaided for several days at a time.
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Ian Macleren, the noted English ac
tor, is now $n New York, ready to go
to work for Liebler & Co., who will
place him either in "Disraeli" or
of Allah." Mr. Macleren has
never appeared in America, but en
joys a fine reputation in England.
"The-Garde-

Cigarette Cases, Match Boxes,
Stamp Boxes, etc,
at

TAUPERT'S

;

Jeweler.

Optician

,

RETAIL PRICE- S....
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lbs. or Mors, Each Dsllvsry
,1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs, Each Delivery
,200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
,50 lbs. to 200 lbs Each Dsllvsry
Css Than 60 lbs Ear Delivery

A

?;
!.

pr 1M
100

20o
25c per
30b per
40o per
60o per

lbs.
lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

gua m ra go m pa ny
,

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
:, t! arid Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
hI-- ,

Famous

i,j

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

notice to Subscribers
--

$cthe)ispeptic

:
Any reader of The Optic who contemplates leaving
the city during the summer months may have The Optic
sent to any address outside of Las Vegas by leaving word
at the business office. The address can be changed as
often as desired. Subscribers should give the old address
when asking to have the paper sent to a new location.

GROSS, SIELL

Perry, have completed the first course.
Five men have been eliminated from
the contest The total scores made,
which include shooting at 200, 600
and 1,000 yards, rapid fire and skirmish firing are as follows:
Feemster, 231; A. Coll, 216; Smart,
204; Safford, 201; Reed, 199; Williams,
197; Browne 135; Duke 193; McHughes
190; West, 188; Enos. 185; Deen, 183;
Vlerra, 183; Lohman, 181; E.. Coll,
178; Forbes, 176; Newkirk, 172; Ab
bott, 171; Gollsdorf, 169; Echols, 163;
Smith, 153; Lewis, 149; Hoering, 139;
Marsh, 131; Hepner, 123; Frederick,
120; Bardshar, 117; Crozer, 106;
85; Vigil, 64.
The last five
men have been eliminated from the
contest..
The shooting is being done under
the direction of Colonel E C. Abbott.
.

which is a safe and absolutely harmless
digestive tonic, relieving pain, aiding
stimulating appetite, and
digestion,
toning the entire system.
It is gradual and benign in its effects,
restoring the digestive functions to their
normal power and health, with ability
to do their work unaided.

so
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WHOLES A L E

OROCERS
WOOL. HIDES end PELTS
and Doalerm In

To the Medical Profession!

Physicians who hnve kindly reported to
Dr. Sail de Cnrlos the results, in Europe, of

this remedy where prescribed, state that in
cases of chronic (ttrlll, f astralf li and

peaiia (combined with diloroiii).
aeM,ckroalc!lraeiiterltii.Mtraltli.inBnla,
a'cer in the ilomich.
f
,iyfpii.hypxhlorby(lrli dilatation of
the stomach, and in
in chuuren, etc., by using no other medicine than Stomallx, they have been gratified
at the remarkable results.discasesof thirty
years' standing yielding to the rer "dy.
, For toleby all Druggistt.
E. fOUGERA ft CO., Agents, U. S., New York.
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in Connection

SEVEN HOUSES
"East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M
i:
Corona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, If. M.,
; '
'.
Trinidad, Colorado
-

:

j

Des-saue- r,

San Miguel National Bank

The uniform
rfint hi. at.
tended the use of frhamhftnnin' r!si
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
maae it a ravonte everywhere.-I- t can
always be '.deDeaded1 unori.-- , nuMh
mir-cna-

J. M.

anj

OmnHmi

CUNNINQHAM,
President,
PRANK SPRINOER, Vlca Praaldant,
D.T.HOSKINS. Caahlar,

$100,000.00
S)?a.
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits
I
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BltPOSlTOILS

DRY CLEANERS

I"

will clean and press all Men's
and Woman's Qarments,
Laces, Lace Curtains, Kid
Gloves and Slippers, Neckties; Clean and Bleach Straw
and Panama Hats; Clean and
Block Felt Hats. - We call
for and deliver the goods.

I ft

Phons, Main 35.

060,000.00
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Keep on coming to this bank of savings be
cause they know they getja square deal here
and that we pay best rates ofjinterest. The
officials of this

SAVINGS BANK
are obliging and treat their patrons liberally
where loans and discounts aire arrangedJfor.
Accounts subject to daily checks" "'. : ''

H

23 Sixth St.

Burplmm
i

THF PARISIAN

Here is a chance to get a house on practically the same
terms as rent. We have other houses for sale, larger and
smaller,, all prices and terms. See us when you think of investing in

in August

week

(Inooporated)

Vi

Will' Sf II on Small Cash Payment, Balance
Ktenthly at 8 par cent Interest.

ty

Traveling Sets. Flasks, Drinking Cups,

'

A physician, surgeon and pharmaceutist of the highest standing in Europe, Saiz de Carlos, introduces to the
public the best and safest treatment for
overcoming diseases ot tne stomal h and
intestines, lhis romedy ho ha s ntn;eO

The Chicago opera house, one of
the most important playhouses la Chicago for many years. Is to te torn
down.
The Marshall Field estate
will build a $10,000,000 store and office
building on the site.
Rose Stahl, who is resting In Ireland, will return August 18, and
afterward rehearsaa will begin
for the New York production of the
Klein play, , "Maggie Pepper." which
is to open, the Harris theatre the last

Before You Start on Your Vacation Trip, We Would Like
to Show You Our Line of Vacation Articles, such as

4

PLAYERS

,

aFG.7

St
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The Friars are planning to go on an
other frolic for funds next spring.
Villanova college has conferred the
degree of doctor of music on Victor
Herbert.
Lee Arthur is making important
changes in "The Fox," preparatory to
its New York premiere in September.
Lillian Russell is to be offered "Cls
Cis," Frederick Lincke's new operetta,
for her operatic starring tour next
season.
Blanche Chapman is to play the title
role of "Mrs. Wlggs of the Cabbage
Patch," for her fourth consecutive
season next winter.
Luisa Tetrazzinnl will sing at the
Metropolitan opera house next season
and Giuseppe Sturani will be one of
the conductors.
Everett Butterfield is considering
an offer from Martin Beck for a sea
son of vaudeville, which is to 'begin
the latter part of September.
Mrs. Elizabeth Chester, wife of
George Randolph Chester, author of
"Get Rich Quick Wallingford," has
brought suit for divorce.
A farce written by Abe Ruef, the
convicted San Francisco boodle-polit- i
cian, was a feature of the Fourth of
July vaudeville show at San Quentin.
Chicago music lovers have subscrib
ed $200,500 for the next grand opera
season in that city. It is to begin November 18, with "Samson and Deli
lah."
Fuller Melllsh has been

er.j lot

$4500

A

SOME GOOD SHOOTING

The soldiers competing for places

Antonio Archuleta et ux to Capital
National Bank, May 19, 1911,Jand60
.
by 175 feet In Las Vegas.
Maria Manuel Gallegos to Ezquiel
Lucero, July 3, 1911, 160 a. Consid
eration, $1.
Board of Trustees of Las Vegas
Grant to heirs of Lorenzo Baca, June
7, 1910, 160 a, sec. 19 and 30, range 16.
William Smith et ux to W. G. Law-soJuly 21, 1911, 160 a. sec. 4, twp.
16, range 21.
Consideration $1.
Thomas Baca et ux to Guadalupe
B. de Sanchez, May 27, 1908, land
near Sapello. Consideration $50.
The Investment and Agency Corp.
to N. A. Sunderlin, July 14, 1911, land
in sec 35, and 34. twp. 16, range 18.
Quit Claim Deeds
Mary L. T. Davis et al to Earl Her-zog, Nov. 17, 1910, east 100 ft lots 1
and 2, blk. 4; L. V. T. Co. Ad. and
lots 9 and 10, blk. 14, Lorenzo Lopez
Add. Consideration $1.

J.rees

Plrone Main

BASE BALL

nd thoa suffering from dlaees
of th atomach and intestine.

RIFLE TEAM DOING

on the New Mexico National Guard
M. D.
Rom
rifle team, which will represent the
June
320
acres
24,
sec.
ero,
24,
1911,
twp. 13, range 24. Consideration $1. territory1 at the national shoot at Camp

Modern seven room home on Seventh St. All
both inside and outi in
'improvements,
best condition. Three lots, good lawn and

r:

for the role of the priest next season
in support' of Miss Gertrude Elliott
In "Rebellion," Joseph Medlll Patter- sen's latest play.
Charles Dickson, author of "Three
Twins," "Bright Eyes," and other suc
YESTERDAY'S GAMES
cesses, has practically completed the
selection of his cast of principals for
National Leagus
ie new play, ""An Average Chap."
Brooklyn 1; Pittsburg 7.
A. H. Woods will produce "The Bro
New York 2; Cincinnati 3.
ken Rosary," a new play by Edward
Boston-Chicaggame postponed.
Peple, during the engagement of Dus-tl-n
Philadelphia 2; St. Louis 0.
and William Farnum In "The Littlest Rebel," at the Chicago opera
American League
house In October.
Chicago 1; Boston 4.
A series of motion pictures of Mary
Cleveland 1; Philadelphia 3. (First Anderson in her home near Exeter has
game.)
been obtained by E. M. Newmarin
Cleveland 4; Philadelphia 8; (Sec connection with other material for his
ond game.)
travel talks the coming season.
Detroit 5; Washington 2.
St. Louis 2; New York. 3.

PLAYS

y

5

MATCH

Warranty Deeds
Chavez et al to Cleofes

lins

'

'

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

Homo f&s9

.

up a

TRIED BY NEW YORK
TEACHERS

FOR PLACES
ON TEAM TO NATIONAL

i

mobile.

BEING

SHARP COMPETITION

--

Try to help the unfortunate unless
they have mortgaged their property
for the purpose of buying an auto-

EXPERIMENT

officers.

troubled during the hot summer
"What makes Bllggins so superior months with bay fever and find that
by using Foley's Honey and Tar Com- In manner?"
I set great relief." Many others
'
"He has bought a new encyclo- ound
who suffer similarly will be glad to
how
pedia and can't help thinking
benefit by .Mr. Stewart's experience.
Cranky people and busy bees .fre
wise he will be when he has rend O. G. Schajefer, and Red Cross Drug
CO.
reprb&fs.
quently dminlsigr
Star.
S :J
some of
f

Ti
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UBIG 11NT
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creat
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BACPRDPUPILS

gon-eral.- "

Fort Collins, Colo., July 26 After
traveling from New York to Colorado
to be married In the Laramie-Poudr- e
tunnel, 5,000 feet underground, and for
so doing to receive a glfit of $1,000
Miss Delia Stevenson of New York
City took one look into the dark tun
nel chasm yesterday and promptly de
cided that she preferred her ceremony
o be In Denver.
She gave up the
claim
to
the
$1,000, offered by
right
the tunnel company to the couple who
would be married in the tunnel as a
feature 'of the celebration' yesterday
of its completion. J. B. Alexander,
whom Miss Stevenson was to marry in
the tunnel, and later did marry In
in the emDenver, la
ploy of the tunnel company.

must
George Ade, bachelor-like- ,
have his fling at marriage, and at a
June wedding in Chicago Ade said
"We bachelors on an occasion like
this are thought very little of, bit
permit me to say that, were I an
editor, I should Insert all marriages
in a column headed 'News of the

DAY

AT CAMP MILLS

Mrs. Isaac Bacharach left

ton.
Miss Jessie Williams of Trinidad,
Colo., is in Las Vegas for a visit of
several days with her sister, Mrs. V.
K. Jones.

he

ante-roo-

and

this afternoon on a business and pleas
ure trip to New York and Washing

The man who doe the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why-.tman on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment

WINTERS DRUG

GOVERNOR'S

PERSONALS

Prescriptionlst
Mr.

,
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SYNOPSIS.
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CHAPTER 1 Oarratt Coast, a young
man of New Tork Ctty, mwta
puaineaa
avn acquaintance named Dougiaa Black-tocwho Invttra tilm to a card party
Srlth soma friends. He accepta the
although he dislikes Blackatock.
the reaaon belnir that both are In lova
Katherlna Thaxter. Coast attempts
Sth
her that Placketock la not
worthy of her friendship but doe not
k.

n,

ucceed.

CHAPTER II.-- At
tha party with Black-ftocCoast meets two friends named
Xundaa and Van Tyne. The play runs
hlirh, there Is a quarrel, weapons are
drawn and Blackstock. shoots
an Tyn
dead. He tlien . makes a movement as It
to commit
Coast atrucKlea to
wrest tha weapon from him, and thus
the police discover them. Hlackxtock and
Dumlaa aocuse Coast of kllllnar Van Tyna
auid he la arrested for murder.
CHAPTER in.-.'o- ast
Is convicted. Just
as he bealns his sentence, however, Pim-das
confesses to his penury, names Black- aa
real
the
murderer
then
kills
and
ttock
Coast becomes fre. but Flack-euoo- k
has married Katherlna Thaxter and
.
tied.
k.

suk-lde-

IV. --Coast
.CHAPTER
a
named th Kcho. His purchases
Is disJacht
turbed over tha marriage of mind
woman
tha
9 loves.

'

all!n his yacht.
Coast aeea a man forced over the rail of
rescues him
distance.
a
Coast
at
boat
pi
awd finds the refugee to be a fellow
who
pretends he was
punned Appleyard.
a stowaway on the boat and wa thrown
overboard.
CHAPTER

hila

Induces
'CHAPTER Vt.
Appleyard
Coast to let him run. his craft, and they
iarrive at a lonely Island, which Appleyard
tells Coast is an unhabited spot known
tas No Man's Land. Nxt morning Coast
ttlnds his helper and the tender of tha
tyacat missing.

CHAPTER VIT. Tt tender Is
found on the shore by Coast and
starts out to explore the desolate
Island. He comes upon some deserted
buildings, and discovers a man dead. He
lias been executed with a bowstring.

nl

le

CHAPTER VHT. Continuing his Inves-

in No Man's Land, Coast distigations
covers a housa and upon approaching it
es a woman whom he recopnlzes as
his missing lore. Katherlne Thaxter.
CHAPTER EC. The wife of Blackstock
explains that her husband, under the
name of Black, has bought the Island.
He is blind, but an expert wireless operator, and has established a station there.
Coast informs her that her husband was
the real murderer of Van Tyne.

(Continued from Yesterday.)
"I'm sorry," said Coast soberly; "I
you. I didn't
think had forgotten what what I
may not expect you to forget. Only
. . . that Is his mark, Katherlne."
"Well," she flashed defiantly, "and
what If It is? ' la he, or am I, answerable to you? Can he not touch me .
." But his undeviatlng and penetrating gaze disconcerted her; her anger rang unconvincing even to herself. "It was an accident," she finished lamely. "One of the servants
angered him they are Chinese and
stupid and in his blindness he mistook me for the man and caught my

didn't mean to touch

.

..."

"It must have hurt," said
ing to believe her.

try to shield' yourself by accusing
him! That I can't forget, that I'm
afraid I shall never learn to forgive.
Why, Garrett, why did you permit
that man Warburton to do it?"
He heard her out in pitiful patience,
too deeply moved for anger or resentment to have any place in the conflict
of his thoughts.
"As to that," he said, his tone colorless, "I would ask you to suspend
judgment if you hadn't already pronounced it But I leave you this to
consider: one of two men only could
have killed Van Tuyl. Dundas we except by mutual consent; Blackstock
admits and I admit he didn't do it
There remain Blackstock and myself,
neither of whom could have been convicted on the other's unsupported evidence."
."You are cowardly to say this to me,
when he's not here!"
But he had a level and emotionless
look with which to meet the impassioned scorn she, showed him.
"Perhaps; but don't forget I asked
only the opportunty to 6ay as much to
him. . . . Has it ever occurred to
you that Dundas, not your husband,
sent me to Sing Sing that, had Dundas been In my pay, Blackstock would
now be occupying the cell I occupied?"
He had himself well in hand. Otherwise she must have seen how deeply
moved he was. Simply to watch her
and not give way was almost more
than he could endure. His eyes
kindled and his face blazed, and his
heart ached with his love for her,
the longing that he must never voice.
But she did not see.
She was answering him; her words
came in a torrent, stumbling over
one another: her voice vibrant with
unutterable contempt sounded in bis
hearing like the hymning of angels.
"Oh," she cried in loathing "insufferable!" And the desire to catch her
in his arms and stop her Hps with
kisses was like a pain. "I never
dreamed that man could be so low, so
vile!" she said; and he wished himself beneath the foot she stamped. "I
hate you!" she told him; and beneath
his breath he whispered over and
over: "I love you, I love you!"
"I ask nothing," he said, when she
had to stop, as much for lack of words
as breath, "more than that you think
it over. You've told me what you
think of me and I daresay you're
somewhat Justfled. But think it over;
you owe me and you owe yourself
that Weigh the worst you knew of
me before Van Tuyl was shot against
what you have learned of Blackstock
since you married him; then Judge between us. Try to think which would
be the more likely to lose his temper
because of a drunken man's maudlin
insolence. At best you'll admit it's
his word against mine, Dundas's word
And one way or another
deciding.
Dundas was a perjurer: first his testimony convicted me, then his testimony set me free."
"What do you mean by that?" she
demanded, Impressed in spite of her'

after-Nn-

iarm.

Coast, try-

She was silent, facing him with a

trace of bravado. He bowed.
"I beg your pardon; It was, as

you

suggest, none of my affair. I merely
happened to notice, and it startled me.
Will you be good enough to tell me
the way to the beach?"
Silently the woman Indicated a path
leading away from the gate.
Still he lingered, letting his eyes
idrlnk their fill Of her; and knew, in
swift flash of certitude, that never
lad she been more dear to him than
In this moment of renunciation, that
never would his heart's allegiance
waver from her, whatever her mood
or circumstance. Whether she suffered him or as now sedulously discountenanced him, his queen could do
no wrong. . . .
With a eigh, inaudible, he went to
the gate.
"There's nothing I can serve you in,
Katherlne?"
"Nothing only go away."
He shrugged
"Then good-by.- "
slightly, lifted his cap and put himself
outside the dooryard.
"But, Garrett"
He stopped. She moved down to
the fence.
"Garrett," she begged, breathless
with the anxiety roused by an unsuspected latent fear, "promise me some,

..."
He looked down into her sweet

thing

7KA

face,

plaintive with appeal. "Name it," said
.
lie.
"If by any chance you should meet
11m Douglas I'm not eure where he
is don't please "
"I'll be careful, he assured her.
."Don't worry; I shant let him know
w ho I am. If possible, I'll keep out of
!his way."
Her eyes were eloquent of inexpressible relief. "Thank you," she faltered, keenly alive to the trite inadequacy of the words. "And, Garrett,
jou're not not angry with me?"
"Angry? With you!"
She was twisting her hands togeth
r. ."I can't seem to forget," she said
in a tremor. "I've tried I only wish
I can't. RememI might but I can't,unkind."
ber that, if I seen
"You haven't been unkind to the
man who shot Van Tuyl," he said, in
plte of himself.
She did not seem to hear, or, if she
leard, to read the riddle in his enigmatic answer. "It isn't that alone,"
she protested; "that, perhaps, I could
forget in time. You weren't yourself:
Douglas has always insisted you were
not. But, O Garrett, Garrett; it was
unmanly. It was unwqrthjr of you to

self.

"Dundas," he explained patiently,!
"committed suicide in the Tombs W
few days ago, after signing a confes-- J
slon that he had testified falsly at my,
trial. On the strength of that confession I was pardoned by the Governor. You understand.?"
Her face was ghastly. "You bought
that confession," she asserted between
set teeth.
He smiled painfully. "I presume I
might have anticipated that. . . ."
"You daren't deny you bought it!"
"From a man contemplating suicide?"
That silenced her. Her poor, distraught wits would frame no retort to
his inexorable logic. Pulled this way
and that by doubts, each more terrible than its fellow, she could no
more than sway and stare at him with
eyes blank in a face like parchment.
His heart bled for her in her misery. If he could he would have unsaid all that he had said, to ease her
suffering. "I feel like a dog," he told
her contritely: "to have told you this
I meant not to, but . . .
I couldn't help it. Think and . . .
and judge between .us, Katherlne."
"It is a He!" she wailed. "You have
lied to me everything you have said
was lies all lies. I don't believe you.
. . . But you have poisoned my
life for me! . . . Truth or lies:
I am
what am I to believe?
the most wretched of women, and you
have made me so. Why couldn't you
leave me In peace? Why must you
have come to make me suffer so? How
am I to know what is true, what
false? . . . Oh, you are monstrous!
You are cruel, cruel! If only you
would go and let me forget! . . .
Go, go, and let me be!"
In his remorse, reluctant to leave
her so, he tried to comfort her with
broken protestations that even he
knew were rank with insincerity; nor
would he willingly have gone before
she grew more composed. But at
length, despairing, he yielded to her
unending importunity, and bowing his
head, went his way in a daze of mis
ery as black and dense as the relentless, eullen fog.

...

...

CHAPTER

X.

Coast had not taken

two-scor-

e

paces

.long; the ; pah. to th.e shore before

the

rty was again darkened by a sudden
and heavy thickening of the mists.
That brightening glow, which a little
time back he had hailed with hope as
promise of early clearing, was in an
instant wiped away. So deep became
the gloom (to his fancy, as if the fog
had been sprayed to saturation with
a myriad inftnltestlmal atoms of ink)
that though it was now high morning
he found it bard to see the ground beneath his feet
The came the deluge. The heavens
opened and drenched the earth with a
flush of rain literally torrential. In
a twinkling soaked to the skin, Coast
gasped for breath and bent his head
to a downpour which whipped him
with a million cruel stinging lashes.
Perforce at pause for fear of losing
his way, almost beaten thoughtless,
lacking any shelter to fly to, he derived forlorn comfort of a sort from
the very violence of the squall, which
supplied its own assurance that it
could not endure locg. And briefly
this proved itself: heralded by gradual lightening, the heavier clouds
passed off; the initial fury exhausted
itself.
For some distance the path led him
a wandering way; but this he did not
resent, any more than he really resented his soaking, which seemed but
an inconsiderable annoyance to a mind
preoccupied. His being was altogether
obsessed and the process of his
thoughts clouded by intense solicitude
and pity for Katherlne coupled with
doubts as to the wisdom of his course.
Was he Justified in leaving her,
though she begged and commanded
him? He felt his understanding harried by the pro and con of the question like a ball in volley between two
rackets. How could he leave her bo?
What else could he do? She rejected,
discredited, dismissed him definitely,
without appeal. She needed him or
somebody to whom she might turn for
comfort and protection. Blackstock
was not to be trusted: yet Bhe loved
him. If, as she protested, she were
happy In some strange fashion passing Coast's comprehension, had he
any right to step between her and her
the circumwhatever
happiness,
stances? If, as was the case, Black-stoc- k
had murdered a man in a moment of uncontrollable rage, had
Coast any right to leave the woman at
the mercy of a temper which might
at any moment resume the complexion of homicidal mania? Yet would
not his presence there, upon the island, work her more harm than good,
were he to be discovered? . . .
He was. in the summing up, con
scious of no choice of action: he could
but go his ways. She desired it, and
though his duty (he saw clearly) was
to denounce Blackstock to the nearest
authority, secure his arrest and im
he could not
prisonment
Thus in wretched communion with
his heart, he came almost unawares a
second time to the deserted fishing
village, was abruptly conscious of
shapes of buildings, looming through
the mists and driving rain on either
hand. And with this recognition re
curred the memory of the blind dog
and the murdered man.
It was scant consolation that he
no longer heard the howling of the
dog. Perhaps it had abandoned its
dead, perhaps he need no longer rear
to meet the blank misery of those un
canny, sightless eyes, perhaps. . .
Even as he warmed that hope, wltn
out warning something more cold and
moist than his own flesh touched his
hand. He Jerked away with an uncos
trollable shudder and a smothered ex
clamation of horror, only to realize
that the animal had stolen up behind
him and thrust Its muzzle into his
palm. He bent over and petted the
dripping head, soothing the dog with
muttered words for a moment or two,
It snuggled close to him, whining,
shivering.
"Poor boy!" he said gently. "So
now, so, old fellow. . . ." Then, sur
"Hello!"
he exclaimed.
prised:
What's this?"
Beneath his hand the dog had stif
fened suddenly, and now stood tense
and bristling, a deep and angry growl
rumbling in its throat.
Simultaneously, from some inde
terminate point, he heard the sound
of a man's voice, the words indistln
guishable, accompanied by a grating
noise like that made by metal en
countering stone.
"Hello, hello!" he said softly, knit
ting his brows, as he stared down the
roadway, in the direction that he must
from which the
go, the direction
sounds seemed to come.
He could see nothing save vague
shadows, formless, dim.
A monotonous iteration of muffled
sounds forced itself upon Coast's .at,
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each; lota 17, 18, heirs of Augusta fronting 25 feet on Seventh street, $20; west W, of lots Rawlins,
Simon
Baeharach,. $7.40; S. one half lots 22, 23, Sarah E. Atkins, $23 each. of National avenue and Eighth street
1, 2, 3, fronting 25 ine, $20; lota 7, 8, Mrs. Annie Hartpart
vrane,
each; lot 19, Adeline Smith Mrs. Adele Ilfeld, $20; lots 13, 14, 15, feet on
Block 46, lots 6, 7, A. A. Jones. $20 and fronting thence west 34.4 feet on
Douglas avenue from the al man, $20 each; lota 9, 10, 13, 14, Wal- Dove Wilson and Esther Robbins,
:u; lota 20, 21, Mrs. Ida M. Jones,
between Railroad and Grand ave do C. Twltchell, $20 eacn; lota 11. 12, $7.40.
each; lota 8, 9, W. H. Shaffer, $20 south side of National avenue, Anna
$20 each; lot 22, Alice R. Long, $20; Charles C. Robbins, $20. each; lots 16, ley
Block 1 ; lota 1, 2, 3, E. D. Raynolds, eaoh; lots 10, and 20 feet of lot 11 Yoakum, $27.52.
15, 16. R. E. Twltchell, $20 each.
lot 23, Montgomery Bell. $20: lot 24. 17, 18, 19, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20 nues. John Shank, $20; lot 4, M.Mrs.
8. The lota and pieces ot land $20 each; lots 4, 5, Florence Lehmann on north aide, Investment & Agency
W.
A piece of land beginning
Sec
M.
lot
at a
5,
$20;
D.
McNali,
lots
A.
20,
21,
Lydia
22,
each;
Higglns,
Mrs. Olivia January and Mrs. Lockle
$20 each; lot 6 and south half of lot corporation, $36; 5 feet on south side point 268.8 feet from the southwest
$20 each;
lota
23, 24, Mrs. Julia A, Browne, $20;. lots 6, 7, Janet Ross, In the Hill Site Town Co's addition
D.
Etter, $20.
7,
north
J.
half
lot
11
of
of lot
Leahy, $30;
and all of lot 12, Lydia M, corner of National avenue and Eighth
lots 8, 9, 10, Baeharach are assessed as follows:
Block 15; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Jefferson Gregory, $20 each; lots 25, 26, heirs $20 each; $20
Block 34; lots 1, 2. F. E. Olney, $20 7 and all of lot 8, Mrs. Rosanna Roth- McNair, $24; the eaat one half of lots street and fronting thence west 100
of H. P. Browne, $20 each; the north Brothers,
each; lot 11, D. C. Duel
Raynolds, $20 each; lots 5, 6, I. H. &
O. L. each; lota 3, 4 ,5, unknown, $20 each; geb, $30; lota 9, 10, 11, Vincent Truder 13, 14, fronting 75 feet on Wash lu?- - feet on the south aide of National ave
W. H. Rapp, $20 each; undivided one- - part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting 107 feet $20; lots 12, 14, 15, 16, 17,
on Sixth street, heirs of H. P. Browne, Houghton and Frank Springer, $20 lot 6, and 6 feet 3 Inches of the north $20 each; lota 12.. 13. 14, 15. A. M. ton avenue, F. E. Olney, $60; the west nue, Henry Goke, $80.
or
lot 7, heirs of Clara Koogler,
mira
$20 each; lota 16, 17, Roblna one half of lota 13, 14, fronting 75
A piece of land" fronting on north
the south' part of lota 1, 2, 3, 4, each; lot 13, Erb & Westerman, $20; of lot 7, Lubio Gllstrap, $25; south IS J.Adler,
s
$6.67; undivided
Smith Pontious, $20 each; lota 50, feet on Washington, $60; the east 60 aide of Douglas avenue, beginning at
of lot 7, $S5.60; 43 feet on
lots
20, fronting feet 9 inches of lot 7 and north one
of
18,
19,
Sixth
part
First
street,
fronting
C. V. Hedgoock, $13.34; lots 8, 9, 10,
75 feet on the north, side of Lincoln half of lot 8, Southwestern Building 51, 52, 53, fronting 112.5 . feet Cecilio ft. of lota 15. 16, 17, 18 fronting 60 feet a point 128 feet from northwest corchurch $35.40.
Douglas Avenue Building company, Baptist
from the alley between Rail- & Loan association, $25; lota 9, 10, Rosenald, $90; lots 54, 55, 56, front- on Washington avenue, Mrs. EmmaD. ner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
avenue
A.
M.
lota
Block
2,
1,
23;
Otero,
zu eaon; iota 11, 12. San Miguel NaGalle- ing 92 feet, W. J. Poohel, $73.60; lot
$20 each; lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, Investment road and Grand avenues, Sarah E. At- and one half of 8,' Eugenio B.
Burks, $40; the center 50 feet of lots street and runlng thence west 2$
tional bank, $20 each; lots A, B, C,
$20 18; Emeline Rosenthal ,$20; lots 19, 15, 16, 17, 18,
Bessie
lots
23,
24,
20,
Jaffa,
gos,
$50;
lota
19,
18,
of
& Agency corporation, $20 each; lots kina $60;
part
fronting 50 feet on feet, Mrs. S. B. Davis, $22.40.
cnaries Ilfeld, $20 each; lota D. E. 8, 9, Mrs. Harriett Whitmore, $20 fronting 25 feet on the north side each; lots 25, 26, 27, B. F. Forsythe, 20, W. N. Rosenthal $20 each; lota w
A piece of land fronting on north
C. H. Stewart,
avenue,
ashington
F. Southwestern Realty Co., $20 each:
at a $20 each; the south 16 feet and 9 in 21, 22, ,23, 24, 25, A. H. Harris, $2C $40; the west 50 feet of lots 15, 16, side of Douglas avenue beginning at
of Lincoln avenue beginning
H.
Hunter
Jas.
10,
12,
lots
11,
each;
lot 15, heirs of Sallie Rosenthal, $20;
of 14, point 100 feet from the alley between ches of lot 28, B. F. Forsythe, $13.40: each; lota 26, 27. H. G. Coors, $20 17, 18, fronting 60 feet on Washing a point 156 feet west from northwest
'
lota 16, 17, 18, F. H. Pierce and F. S. $20 each; lot 13 and west half
J. Sebra, $30; east half Railroad and Grand avenues and run- the north 8 feet 3 Inches of lot 28, all each; lots 28. 29, Mrs. Lena Teitle ton avenue, Chas. Ilfeld, $40; lot 19, corner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
of
heirs
Betsy
Brush, $20 each; lots 19, 20, 21, Jas.
lot 14 and all of lot 15, A. J. Pep-psr- ning thence west 25 feet, Kate Wright, of lot 29, and the south 8 feet of lot baum, $20 each; lots 30, 31, A. O. Chas. Ilfeld, $20; lots 20, 21, A. A. street, and running thence west 48
S. Duncan, $20 each; lots 22, 23, 24 of
$32.98; the south Wheeler, $20 each; lota 32, 33, front- Jones, $20 each; lots 22, 23, E. L feet; E. V. and Alice R. Long, $36.80.
830: lots 16, 17, 18. 19, the First $20:
part of lots 18, 19, zu, 30, Mary S. Marsh,
C. W. Wesner, $20 each.
A piece of land fronting on north
30 and all of lota 31, 32, ing 69 feet 5 inches, D. Winternitz.
16
of
lot
of
feet
side
north
25
on
the
feet
$20
Hammond, $20 each.
each; fronting
Block 16; lots 7, 8, 9, the Las Vegas Methodist EpiscopalG.church,
$55.60.
s'de of Douglas avenue beginning tt
$20 each; Lincoln avenue beginning at a point Mrs. Emma Benedict, $52.80,
lots
20, 21, 22, W.
Ogle,
Block
lota
7,
and
6,
half
north
47;
Masonic Building association, $20
Block 2; lot 2, Mrs. Hulda Rosen
a point 202 feet went of the north
Block 35; lots 1, 2, Chas. H. Sporlets 23, 24, 25, 26 C. W. Wesner, $20 125 feet west of the alley between
of lot 8 Jno. Elliott, $50; south half
each; lota 10, 11, 12, Jas. S. Duncan, each.
Railroad and Grand avenues and run leder $20 each; lots 3, 4, A. H. West, thal $20; lots 3, 4, Isldor Gallegos. of lot 8 and all of lots 9; 10, Andrew west corner of Douglas avenue and
$20
lot 5, A. A. Jones, $20; lots
$20 each; lots 19, 20 ,21. 22, M. JefferEighth street and running thence west
Block 26; lota 1, 2, 3, Mrs. Harriet ning thence west for 25- feet, CroTtv $20 each; lots 5, 6, Eugene and P D, 6. 7,eaoh;
B. F. Forsythe, $20 each; lots Devlne, $50; lots 11, 12, 13, 14, Rich- 42 feet, W. G. Ogle, $33.60.
son, $20 each; lots 23 ,24, Mrs. aMrie
Co.
$20 each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12,
ofTown
20,
19,
18,
well
S.
J.
$20;
estate,
lots
5,
4,
$20
part
$20
lots
each;
ard Davidson,
Whitmore,
15, 16, 17,
each;
A piece of land fronting on north
Hayward, $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, Raynolds, $20 each; lots 6, 7, Mrs. fronting 25 feet on north side of 13, 14, fronting 75 feet on Grand ave- 8, 9, 13, 14, Browne & Manzanares, $20 18, H.
C. Smith, $20 each; lota 19
lots 10, 11, Mrs. J. J. Gilchrist,
16, 17, fronting 75 feet on Sixth street.
each;
side
lots
of Douglas avenue, beginning at
Hill
Town
nue
15,
16,
Site
Co.,
$60;
Lin
and
Grand
corner
of
from
Lincoln
lota
C.
8,
9,
Helen
$20 each; lots
Dresser, $20 each;
20, 21, Geo. P.
east boundary of public school grounds
City of Las Vegas, $60; rear of lots 0, Sarah E. Atkins, $20 each; lot 12, coln avenues running east, Frances Ed. C. Ward, $20 each ; lots 17, 18, Mrs $20 each; lot 12, R. W. Hall, $20; 22, 23, J. C. Rex,Hile,
eaoh
$20
15, 16, S. A. Brewer, $20 each;
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, fronting 75 feet on
and running thence east 41 feet, Mrs.
lots 13, 14, Colo H. Olney and Mm. E. B. Shaw, $20; Katherine Rathrock, $20 each; lots 19 lets
Mrs.
Block 48; lota 6, 7, H. D. Relnken, F. Eiston,
lot 7N
Sixth street, Young Men's Christian rado Anna Ward, $20;$20
$32.80.
Teitlebaum, $20; lots
Co.,
each; lots 15, lots 25, 26, Mrs. S. A. Stoner, $20 20, 21, 22, G. J. Qulnn, $20 each; 50, 51, Adolph
Telephone
A piece of land fronting on north
52, 53, 54, fronting 137.5 feet $20 each; lota 8, 9, 10, Mary Casey,
association, $60; lot 18, City of Las 6, 17, 18, 19, Trustees of the proper- - each; lots 21, 22, Thos. Foster, $2t) lots 23, 24, 25, 26, Hill Site Town Co..
D. side of
Vegas; $20; lots 4, 5, 6, Annie M. and y of the Protestant Episcopal church each; lots 23, 24, Mary C. Dunlap, $20 $20 each; lota 2T, 28, Paul B. Black-shear- Mary C. and R. D. Dunlap, $110; lots $20 each;, lota 11, 12, 13, 14, S.
Douglas avenue, beginning at
S. P. and Mrs; R. Flint. $20 each;
55, 56. 57, fronting 87.5 feet, A. P. May, $20 eaoh; lots 15, 16, 17, Chas. a point 285 feet west from northwest
$20 each.
in the district of New Mexico, $120; each; lot 27, D. C. Duel, $20; lot 28,
M. Dougherty, $20 each; lota 18, 19, corner of
subdivision of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting the same
avenue and Eighth
Block 36; lots 1, 2, Wm. Shilling- Watson, $70; lots 58, 69, B. H. New-lefronting 150 feet on National Kate Wright, $20; lots 29, 30, Mrs. S.
Mrs. Minnie Detterick, $20 each; lots street andDouglas
L.
33 feet west side of Grand avenue be
F.
lot
$20
60,
Adams,
B.
each;
E.
Wheel
A.
C.
lota
3,
4,
$20
running thence west 202
each;
law,
31,
lot
A.
L.
&
lots 20, 21, 22, R.
$20ieach;
Myrtle
avenue;
Carpenter,
Chas.
23,
each.
$20
20,
21,
22,
Ilfeld,
feet. Board of Education of the City
ginning at a point 87 feet from the Houghton, $20 each; lots 23, 24, 25, Spies?, $20; lots 32, 33, 34, Mrs. S. A. er, $20 each; lots 5, 6, F. V. Bryant, $20; lots 18, 19, Margaret Gralney.
lots 6, 7, J. J. Laubach, of Las Vegas, $161.60.
alley between Douglas and Main ave- 6. Trustees of the property of the Hill, $20 each ; piece of land fronting $20 each; lots 7, 8, C. W; Wesner, $20 $20 each ; lots 20, 21, George A. Flem- $20Block 49,lots
75
8, 9, 10, fronting
each;
A piece of land fronting on south
nues, Mrs. R, Flint, $26.40; subdivi- Protestant Episcopal church in the 25 feet on the south side of Douglas each; lota 9. 10, Southwestern Realty ing, $20 each; lota 22, 25, Mrs. Jas.
sion of lota 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting 24 feet district of New Mexico, $80; lots 27, avenue beginning at a point 25 feet Co.. $20 each: lota 11. 12. Lvdla M. Young, $20 each; lots 23, 24, Mrs. Rob-ln- a feet on Grand avenue, J. K. Martin. side of Main street, beginning at east
J. Smith Pontious, $20 each; lot $60; lots 15, 16, 17. fronting 75 feet on boundary of Douglas avenue publ'o
on the west side of Grand avenue, be- 2S, Mrs.
14, C. D.
Betty G. Crockett, $20 each. hvest of alley between Railroad and McNair, $20 each; lotal3,
26, Mrs. L. Kingsley, $20; lots
school and running thence east 45
27, Second street, J. W. Hesser, $60.
Saul
lots
15,
16,
$20
rear
each;
a
ginning at a point 54 feet south of the
of
the
Boucher,
W.
H.
Grand
avenues, being part
Block 27. lots 1, 2, 3,
Kelly,
Blocks 50; lot 3, Maximo Lopez, $20; feet, Mrs. F. Eiston, $36. ,
alley between Douglas and Main ave- $20 each; lots 4, 5, 6, 7, Mrs. J. M. of lots 32, 33, 34, Theresa Block, $20. Rosenthal, $20 each; lota 17, 18, Wal 28, A. B. Watoson $20 eaoh; lota 29,
A piece of land fronting on south
nues, Mrs. B. Giltner, $19.20; subdiA piece of land fronting 25 feet on ter Hayward, $20 each; lota 19, 20, 30, Mrs, Natalia S. Jones, $20 each; lot 4, Juan Fresquez, $20; lots 5, 6, Q.
$20 each; lots 8, 9, 10,
lota 31, 32, Wm. F. & M. B. Hetzler, M.
vision of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting 30 Cunningham,
de Silva, $20 each; lots 7, 8, 9, Eus-taci-o side of Main avenue, beginning at a
$20 each; lots 12, eouth side of Douglas avenue begin- Peter and Margaret Murphy, $20 each; $20 each.
1, H. W. Kelly,
feet on the west side of Grand ave 13. 14. heirs of C. H. Bradley, $20 ning at alley between Grand and Rail lots 21, 22, Jas. S. Duncan, $20 each;
Romero, $20 each; lots 10, 11, 12, point 45 feet east of west line of
nue, beginning at a point 30 feet each; subdivision of lots 15, 16, front- road avenues, Cromwell estate, $20.
lets 23, 24, Charlotte Fugate, $20 Block 3; lot 3 . Hammond, $20; Frank, Roy, $2D each; lota '28, 29, R. Mrs. F. Elstona property and run
lots
5,
V.
4,
Lizzie
6,
Carpenter, $20 R. Rogers, $20 each; lots 30, 31, James ning thence east for 50 feet, Wm. J.
south from the alley between Douglas ing 150 feet on the north side of Na
Block 9, lot designated as lot 1, each; lota 25, 26, Mate M. C. Hill, $20
and Main avenues, Mrs, Lena Teitle tional avenue and running west from fronting 65 feet on Sixth street, Lucy each; Jots 27, 28, heirs: of Mrs. M. Cof-- each; lot 7 and south half of lot
Thos. Lipsett, $30; north half of lot W. Hanson, $20 each ; lot 32, Mrs. Hul Mills, $40.
baum, $24.
the alley between Sixth and Seventh V. Clements, $52: lot 2, Lydia J. Bun fflet, $20 each.
8 and all of lota 9, 10, O. E. Burch, da Rosenthal, $20; lots 33, 34, 35, 36,
A piece of land beginning at a point
12
and
W.
R.
5,6,
4,
1.
Block
lots
1, 2, 3,
Block 17: lots
37,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
B. S. Harrison, $120; lots 17, ker, $20; lot 3, Isabel Henry, $20; lots
streets,
lota 11, 12, W. J. Pochel, $20 37, 38, Mrs. Josephine Hayward, $20 95 feet from east line of Mrs. F. Ei
$50;
Williams, $20 each; lots 7, 8, Mrs. M. 18. Mra Harriet S. Van Petten, $20 4. 5, Lydia J. Bunker, $20 each; lots feet of the north side of lot 7, Charles
26,
23,
24,
lots
25,
27,
each;
unknown,
ston, running thence east 60 feet, Mrs.
J. Crowley, 20 each; lota 9, 10, 11. 12, each; lots 19, 20, F. E. Sturges, $20 6, 7. Las Vegas Lodge I. O. O. F. No. H. Stevenson, $130; the south twelve each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16. 17. 50 and $23 eaoh.
south half of lot 51, N. A. Sunderlin,
F. Eiston, $40.
lot
all
of
lot
ot
7,
feet
one
Mrs. Helen C. Dresser $20 each; lots
half
and
E.
F.
Olney, $20;
4, $20 each; lot 8,
Sec. IS. The iota and pieces of
each; lots 21, 22, Isabel Henry,
$130; north half of lot 51 and all of
See. 17. That the eaid assessments
13, 14, James S. Duncan, $20 each; each: lots 23, 24, J. C. & Marvinia lot
as lot 9, fronting 65 8 and the north one half of lot 9, D. lot
J.
designated
in
A.
A.
land
addition
Baca
and
the
C.
52, H.
Young, $30; lots 53. 54.
a piece of land composed of lots 15, Johnsen. $20 each; lots 25, 26, Mrs. feet on south side of Douglas ave W. Condon, $40; the south half of lot
by this ordinance made may be paid
are
as
follows:
assessed
in ten annual
9, and all of lots 10, 11, W. E. Kaser, Chas. Ilfeld, $20 each; lot 55, fronting
the first
16, 17, 18, fronting 150 feet on Doug- Lucy A. Shank, $20 each; lots 27, 28, nue, Adolph Coors, $52.00.
37.5 feet, Chaa. Ilfeld, $30; lota 66, 57,
Block 2, lots 1, 2, Mrs. A. B. de of such paymentspayments,
to be made at the
las avenue, James S. Duncan, $120; Mrs. Jennie Levy, $20 each.
Block 10; lot 1, Clark & Forsytne, $50: lots 12, 13, 14, Vincent Trader, $20 58, 59, 60,
18,
lota
3,
140.9
$20
4,
17,
F.
J.
Manzanares,
each;
fronting
feet,
time. the
taxes of the City of
lots 24, 25, 26, Mrs. Helen C. Dresser,
Block 29, lots 1, 2, and the north $20: lot 2. Mrs. L. Poole Wright, $20; each; lota A. B. C. D, being subdivi
lota 5, 6,. 22, las Vegaageneral
are next due, the second
$20 each; lots 27, 28, Lilly A. O'Rourke 10 feet of lot, 3. Upton Hays, $48; the lot 3, Theresa Block, $20; piece of sion of lots 15, 16 ,17, 18, fronting 100 Gearing, $112.72; lota 61, 62, 63, 18, Miguel Baca, $20 each;
L.
A.
$2Q
lots
8,
20,
23,
Ernest
19.
$20
7,
lets
Baca,
each;
Browne,
each;
J,
$20 each; lot 29, Mrs. Hulda Rosen- south 15 feet of lot 3 and all of lots land fronting 40 feet on west side of feet, on Columbia avenue, Lizzie V.
payment to be made one year thereaf20,
22, Lydia M. McNair, $20 sach; 21, Aurelia M. Baca, $20 each; lots ter, and the following
payment s to be
thal, $20; lots 30, 31, F. C. Bope, $20 4, 5, 6, 7, R. F. Hayes, $92; lots 8, 9, Sixth street; beginning on north at Carpenter, $80; lota E. F. being sub lota 21,
lots
R.
23, 24, J. B. Floyd, $20 each; lots 9, 10, Maria
Baca, $20 each;
made annually thereafter; that Intereach; lots 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, Mutual 10, Jas. S. Duncan, $20 each; lots 11, property of Theresa Block, Theresa division of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, fronting a, 26,
E.
$20 each; lots 27, 11, 12, 15, 16, Valerio Baca, $20 each; est at the rate of alx per centum per
Building & Loan association, $20 each; 12, Eliza J. McAllister, $20 each; sub- Brash, $32; piece of land fronting 40 50 feet on Columbia avenue, F. J. 8, Dove Toomay,
Wilson, $20 eaoh; lots 29, 30, lots 13, 14, 19, Filadelfo Baca, $20 annum be and hereby la charged upon
piece of land fronting 50 feet on north division of lots 13. 14, fronting 142 ieet on west side of Sixth street be Wesner, $40; lot 19 and so. one half fronting 46.9
feet, Employees Savings each; lot A, Filadelfo Baca and Mi such deferred payments: and that the
side of Douglas avenue, being the feet on National avenue beginning at ginning at corner of Sixth and Lincoln of lot 20, Dove Wilson and Esther &
guel Baca,$20; lots B. C. 36, 37, 38, Mrs. property owner may, at h' or her op
Building association, $37.52.
west 50 feet of Bullard's subdivision the northwest corner of National ave- and running
40 Robbins $30; north one half of lot 20
north
thence
Block 4, lots 1, 2. 3, Mrs. Julia S. F. G. de Baca, $20 each; lota 24, 25, tion, pay any Installment or the whole
of the Las Vegas Town Co'a addition, nue and Fourth street, Mrs. Hulda Ro- feet, H. G. Coors, $32; piece of land and all of 21, I G. Calhoun, $30; lots
lots 4, 5, Herbert W. 26, 27, F. S. Oswalt, $20 each; lots of such assessment before the same
Dillon, $20
Vogt '& Lewis, $40; a piece of land senthal, $113.60; the east 63' feet 4 fronting 42 feet on north side or Lin 22. 23, 24, 25, Mrs. Mattie Green, Brown, $20 each;
lots , 7, A. A. Jones 28, 29, 33, Investment & Agency cor Is due, and that Interest thereon shall
each;
E.
Fletcher
27,
28,
lots
26,
of
$20
each:
on
side
north
50
Be
feet
fronting
inches of lota 15, 16, 17, fronting on coln avenue beginning at alley
$20 each; lots 8, 9, F. O. Blood. $20
31, 32, and cease from the time of euch payment.
Douglas avenue, beginning at the east the north side of National avenue be tween Sixth and 'Seventh streets, arid England, $20 each; rear 25 feet of lots each; lots 10, 11, E. L. Goff, $20 each; poration, $20 each; lots
south half of 33, E. O. Thomas, $50;
Sec. 18. That tha City clerk of the
end of land of Vogt & Lewis, Chas. ginning t the alley between Fourth running thence east for 42 feet, H. G. 1, 2, fronting 25 feet on Washington lots 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21. lots 34, 35, and north half of 33, W.
City of Las Vegas shall, within sixtv
Gelse, $40; a piece of land fronting and Fifth streets, R. J. Taupert. Coors, $33.60; lot C. subdivision of avenue, Charles H. Stevenson, $20.
G.
Trinidad
$20
22,
23,
de
each;
Baca,
Maria
E.
lota
D, E, F,
Robertson, $50;
E0 feet on north side of Douglas ave- $50.60: the west 85 feet of lots 15, 16, lots 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, fronting 50 feet
Block 38; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Florence H. lets
days from the date this ordinance
24, 25, E. G.
$20 ech; and Aurelia M. Baca, $20 each .
goes Into full force and effect, make a
nue, beginning at the alley between 17, fronting 85 feet on the north side of on north side of Lincoln avenue, A. H. Stems, $20 each; lots 5, 6, 7, 8, F. H. lots 26, 27, 28, 29,Muirpheyy,
G.
Trinidad
30,
31,
Sec. 16. The following described certified copy of this assessment and
Railroad tnd Grand avenues, J. T.
National Ave. from the corner of Na- Harris, $40; lot B, being subdivision Crail, $20 each; lota 9, 10, 11, 12, Mary de Baca, $20 each; lota 32, 33, Frank
pieces of land are assessed the deliver the same to the county as
$40.
tional avenue and Fifth street, Mar-Jori-e of lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, fronting 50 L. Davis, $20 each; lots 13, 14, George
$20 eaoh; lots 34, 35, 36, C.
sessor of San Miguel county, New
amounts herein designated:
Arnot. $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, F. S. Roy,
Block, 18, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Mrs.
Hume Strlckfadden, $68; lots feet on north side of Lincoln avenue,
$20 each; lots 37. 38, heirs
A piece of land In Block 2 of the Rey Mexico. .
M. A. Griswold, $20 each; lots 7, 8, 9, 18. 19. 20. 21. heirs ot F . B. January Optic Publishing Co., $40; lot A, be- Brush, $20 each; lots 18, 19, 20, H. J. ot F. B.
January, $20 each; lots 39,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, H. $20 each; lots 22, 23, Mrs. Cora S. ing subdivision of lots 7, 8, 9, 10. 11. Mueller, $20 each; lots 21, 22, 23, 24, 40, Mrs. J. A. Patterson, $20 each; nolds and Harrold addition and com
Sec. 19. That from and after the
C.
on
oi
$20
siae
50
Marvlna
each;
&
nortti
Johnsen,
12.
feet
J
H.
G. Coors, $20 each.
F.
fronting
lots 41, 42, Ethel M. Bowen, $20 each. prising lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14. date of the entry of the certified copy
Fenner, 20 each; lots 24, 25, 26,
W.
on
rear
H.
34
feet
13,
and
14,
25.
12,
Nathaniel
28,
Fetterman,
27,
lots
26,
11,
lots
27.
Block 19;
28, 29, 30, 31, of this assesment by the aforesaid
Block 6; lot 1, Adolph Teitle 15, 16, 23, 24, 25, 26,
Pierce, $23 each; lots 27, 28, Chas. Lincoln avenue, Chris
Wiegand, $20 of lots 27, 28, which latter faces Wash- 32, thereof and fronting 300 feet on county assessor
$40; lots 13, 14,
Shultz, $20 each; lot 15, J. H. Smith, Rosenthal, $20 each.
in the assessment
Gonza2
lot
$20;
Benbaum,
C.
Tranqulllno
lot
W.
16,
Evaline
$20;
Kelly,
Friedman avenue, St. Anthony's San book as provided by law. each
intgon avenue, Mrs.
$20; lots 16, 17, 18, 19, H.
30 ; lots 1, 2, 3, Mrs. Olive each; lot 15, Peter Roth;
Block
lots
3,
4,
les
Belle
Carrie
20;
18,
Kate
J. M. Cunningham, $20; lots 17,
$20 each; lots 20, 21, 22, 23,
jamin, $107.20.
itarium, $240.
and every one of the said assess
Boucher, $20 each; lJts 4, 5, 6, Las VeVogt, $20 each: lota 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, Mrs.
Block 9. lots 1, 2, 3, Frank
ot ments shall be and become a lien on
side
east
on
of
land
Wright, $20 each; lots 24, 25, Bertha gas Savings Bank, $20 each; lots 7, A. O. Wheeler, $20 each: lots 19, 20,
A
the
piece
G.
lots
28,
Trinidad
de Baca, $20 each;
$?0 each; lota 4, 5, 6, Atchison,
Chambers, $20 each; lots 26, 27, Ben 8. 9, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20 each; Mrs. M. J. Reilly. $43.20; lot 21,
Railroad avenue and bounded on the the lots and pieces of land respectiveF. B. January, $18; lot 22, Topelta & Santa Fe railway Co., $20 29, 30, Browne & Manzanares Co., $20 north by Main avenue and extending ly on which the said assessment
of
heirs
Coles, $20 each.
18,
17,
16,
nasi
lots
15,
60
of
feet
east
D.
The lots and pieces of the
Mrs. Pauline Graaf, $18; lot 23 rront-in- g each; lots 7, 8, Wm. P. Mills, $20 each; each; lots 34, 35, 36,37, 38, 39, 40, C.San-neSec. 3.
150 feet south, Atchison, To- - been made, and the fu'l amount of
r thence
19, fronting on National avenue, $48,
lots
Ed
41,
42,
$20
adlot
Bowclher,
$20
F.
eaoh;
Co's
Blood,
Mrs.
$20;
Laura
Town
25
lots 9, 10,
feet, Chris Wiegand,
land in the San Miguel
each of such assessments shall be en
& Santa Fe Railway Co., $120.
M. M. Sundt; the west 82 feet 3 inch$20 aoh; lot 5, Juan Sandoval, pake
40 feet on K'lxtn sireex, each; lots 11, 12, 13, 14. F. H. Pierce
dition are assessed as follows:
A piece of land lying on the east forced and collected in the manner
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, fronting 24, fronting
lots
es
of
75
$20.
subE.
F., fronting
$32.
$20 each: lots D.
Block 19; lots A, B, C, D, being
bounded now provided by law for the collection"
on National avenue, Francis H. Olney, Chris Wiegand,
Sec. 12. The ioia and pieces of land side of hailroad avenue and
Block 11; lota 1, 2, J. K. Martin, feet on Columbia avenue, Mrs. Otto
division of lots 1, 2, 3, Mrs. S. A. Chaf-fi- $65.80; lots 20. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 2B,
avenue
and of taxes against real estate when such
on
south
Lincoln
the
by
4, Jacob Kenestrick Grimm, $60; lota A. B. C, fronting in the Ilfeld & Baca addition are asfronting 75 feet on Railroad ave- 27, 28, M. M. Sundt, $20 each; the fol- $20 each; lots 3, Mrs.
thence north a distance of taxes amount to more than twenty-extending
S. sessed as follows:
KenesEd
Rosana
on
Columbia
75
avenue,
subdivision
feet
5,
lot
$20
five dollars.
nue, $60; lots E,F. being
subdivisions of what is known trick.each;
$20: lots 6. 9. 10. 11, 12, Thomas Lewis, $60; lota 19, 20, 21, 22, Laura
2, 3 4 M. L. Cooler ,Pe
Block 2, lots
of lots 1, 2, 3, fronting 50 feet on Na- lowing
Co.; $6'60.
subdivision of lots 10, 11,
Coo-leas
Ralway
Phillips
Sec 20. That the proceeds arising
M.
L.
Trie
8,
23,
24,
lot
lots
7,
lots
C.
$20
L.
each;
Witten,
$20 each;
Davis,
$20 each; lots 5 ,6, 7, Mary
tional avenue, P. D. McElroy, $40;
A piece of land bounded on the from the assessments herein and here12,13,14; lot designated as O, fronting Foster,
Co., $20 each; $20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, William J.
$20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16, D. C. Mutual Improvement
4, Mrs. S. A. Chaffln, $20; lots 5, 6, 25 feet on National avenue,
H. A.
18, M. L. lot s25, 26, Mrs. Katherine Earickson, Mills, $20 each; lots 11, 12, E. W. Hart north by Main avenue, on the east by by made, when collected, shall consti
Henry Dinwoody, $20 each; lots 7, 8, Wise, $20; lot designated as 1, front- Winters, $20 each; lots 17,Mrs. m.
avenue, and on the west by tute a special fund for the payment
19,
lot
$20
j. $20 each: lots 27, 28, Mrs. Anna M. $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16, L. E. Grand
each;
Coolev,
NaMrs. L. H. Kerlee, $20 each; lots 9,
40 feet on corner of Grand and
Fifth street, fronting 75 feet on of the cost of constructing the said
ing
Investment
21,
eaoh.
20,
lots
lots
$20
Mrs.
20;
18,
lots
each;
$20
McDonald,
17,
Shout,
$20
each;
Damacio
Montano,
Trainer,
10,
tional, Mary J. Wise. $32: lot desiglot
Block 40, lota 1, 2, Clarence Iden, Hattle L. Thompson and R. J. Taupert Grand avenue, Archbishop J. B. Pi- sewer, and for the payment and re28, 29, Southwestern Building & Loan nated as 2, fronting 29 feet on Grand & Agency corporation, $20 each;
$60.
Nellie
Mrs.
demption of the sewer certlficatea
heirs
23,
lot
4,
3,
5,
lota
Thos.
$20
30,
lot
$20;
E.
Sarah
Atkins,
each;
22,
$20 each; lots 19, 20, Daniel Stern, taval,
association, $20 each;
avenue, H. A. Wise, $23.20; lots deA piece of land on the northwest hereinbelow provided for.
the Agua Schaefer, 20 each; lots 6, 7, A, O. $20 each.
F Clay $20; lota 31. 32. Chas. H. Clay, signated as 3, 4, fronting 75 feet on of F. B. January, $20; lot 24, the
Sec. 21. That In accordance with
south Wbeeler, $20 each; lota 8, 9, 10, A. A.
Block 3; rota 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, B. F. For- corner of Main avenue and Eighth
$20 each: lot 33, Nellie Parish. $20: Grand avenue, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal. Pura Co. of Las Vegas, $20;
int 34. N1He Parish $17.60; lot 35 $60.
fifty feet of lot 24, fronting 50 feet Jones, $20 each ; lot 11, Alice R. Long sythe and Evaline C. Benjamin, $20 street and fronting 58.2 feet on' norti Section 2, of Chapter 96 of the Sess
on Seventh street beginning at the $20; lot 12, C. H. Schirmer, $20; lots each; lota 6, 7, Mrs. Emma F. Tamme, side of Main avenue, Mrs. Marie Hay- slon Laws of 1903, the City Council
and the north 3 feet of lot 34, H. B.
Block 31; lots 1. 2, 3, P. J. Murphy,
o? the City of Las Vegas, In order to
soumwest-TiiiiirMn3B,
lot
alley between Lincoln and Douglas 13, 14, Alice R. Long, $20 each; the $20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, Simon Baehar- ward, $46,56.
Martinez. $22.40;
$20 each: lot 4. Marcos Garduno, $20;
F. B. January, $40. west one half of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, ach, $20 eaoh; lots 11, 12, 13, 14, W.
pay for the construction of the said
of
of
on
Xr Loan Association, $20;
A
north
side
heirs
land
of
the
avenues,
piece
Cor& lots 5, 6, Investment & Agency
Blork 12, lota 1, 2. 3, 4, Emma Ket-pe- r 20, fronting 75 feet on Columbia ave- R. Tipton, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, Main avenue beginning 58.2 feet from sewer, shall Issue certificates to be
tt ss southwestern Building
E.
Mrs.
8,
$20 each: lots 7,
and J. M. Turnbull, $20 each; lots nue, B. S. Gowan, $60; the east half 18, Jessie E. Haydon, $20 each; lots the N. W. corner of Main avenue and designated "sewer certificates" to an
Loan association, $20 each; a piece of poration,
S. de Borreco, $20 eacn; lots a, m,
$20- each; of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, fronting 19, 20, Mae
Henry, $20 each.
Eighth street and extending thence amount not exceeding the total of the.
land fronting 60 feet on south side of Damacio Gallegos, $20 each; lot M, 5, 6, Bertie Q. Jameson,.
of 86.2 feet west, Chaa. F. Hummel, assessment hereby made, eaid certifi13. The lots and pieces
7, 8, Las Vegas Town Co., $20 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Sophie
lots
See.
National avenue, being the rear sixty
cates to run for a period of not more?
Adolph Teitlebaum, $20; lots 12, 13, each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, L. C. D. Moise, $60; lots 21, 22, Sadie S. land in the Eiston addition are assess- $68.96.
feet of lota 37, 38. E. N. Wild. $48.
Manuel F. Bustos, $Z0 eacn; lot. 10, Ilfeld. $20 each; lota 15, 16, 17, 18, McClanahan, $20 each; lots 23, 24, E. ed as follows:
than eleven years and to be payG.
A.
Zummach,
2,
side
A
1,
on
lots
land
the north
Block 20,
piece of
Kline. $20: lots 16, 17. Tas
In
25 ,26,
lot
installlota
eaoh:
$20
$20
W.
each;
Town
equal annual
Rosen40.5
on
Seventh
E.
Co.,
feet
Hulda
Layton,
Lot
1,
Mrs.
Vegas
fronting
of Main avenue, beginning at a point able
$20 each; lots 3, 4,
50 feet on Railroad avenue,
$20
ments
G.
from and after the date
20,
lots
on
and
S.
Jean
fronting
Skinner,
40.5
Green.
Mat.tie
$20;
Norman
eacTi;
feet
Mrs.
$23
19,
38,
lot
7,
fronting
of
street,
144.4
W.
corner
from
N.
feet
the
thal, $20 each; lots 5, 6,
front
19,
Marv Colville, $40; lots 18,
the issuance
thereof i Srch
21, Alfred Nolette, $20 each; lots 23, each; lots 27, 28. A. J. Wertz, $20 Sixth street, Southwestern Realty Co. Main avenue and Eighth street and of
lot 8. fronting 60 feet on Grand ave50 feet on National avenue and a
TT. W. R. E. & I., $20 each. each. '
lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, extending thence 51.5 west, Lizzie V. certificates shall be Issued for con$64.80;
nue Lydia M. McNair and Constance ing thereof fronting 50 feet on Rai1- - 24. A. O.
venient amounts, shall ba negotlahU
Block 50; lots A. B. subdivision ot 1?, 13, 14, 15, 18, 17, 18, 37, SouthwestSec. 5. The lots and, pieces of land
L. Parsons, $48; lots 910, 11, 12, Ly- part
Carpenter, $41.20.
in
road avenue, Seneca r .is.une,
sh.ll bear Interest at the
& Co's addition are 17, 18, 19, 20, heirs of Mrs. S. C. Gale, ern Realty Co., $20 each; north one
L.
Blanohard
m
the
Constance
and
M. McNalr
A piece of land on the north side rateform,
dia
of Bis per centum per annum an?
C. D. E., same subdivision, half of lot 25, Southwestern Reaty
lots 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, suwuised na follows:
lots
15,
16,
$40;
14,
13,
lots
Parsons $20 each;
of Main avenue beginning at the Inter shall be redeemable at the
29, Kate Wright, $20 each; the rear
option of
Block 5. lots 1, 2. 3, Marie Sellar Ambroslo Sandoval, $60; lot F, same Co., $10; lots B. C. Mae Henry,
fronting 100 fee, on Main avenue,
75 feet of lot 20 fronting 75 feet on Bullard, $20 each: 'lota 4, 5, 6, Terri- subdivision, unknown, $20; lots A. B. $20 each; lots A. 19, Mrs. Anna V. section of Main and National avenues the City Council at any time before,
a
751.4
east
thence
feet
and
Archbishop J. B. Pitaval. $80; of piece
Kate
$60;
runnlrg
Wright,
maturity. They shall be Issued to th
Flftn National avenue,
tory of New Mexico, $20 each; lot 7, subdivision of lots 21, 22, Margaret Shout, $20 each; lota D. E. F., George
Normal
of land on the east side
University, person entitled to receive the same,
lot 30, Mrs. M. Solt. $20; lots 31, 32, A A. Jones. $20: lot 8. unknown, $20: Burns, $40; lot C, same subdivision, A. Fleming, $20 each; lots 20, 21, Fred New Mexico
street beginning at the alley between
Jno.
shall state that they are Issued In payKate Wright, $20 each, lot 33,
1
National Bank of Las Felicita Townsley, $20; lot D, same Westerman, $20 each; lots 22, 23, 24, $601.12.
Main and National avenues and front- I Robosser, $20; lot 34, First Nation- lots 9. 0. First.
A piece of land on the west side of ment for the construction ' of sala
11, 12, Monte-fior- subdivision, Mrs. J. B. Logan, $20; lot 25, 26, 27, Mutual Improvement Co.,
lota
Mrs.
$20
each;
Vegas.
said
alley,
from
south
50
feet
lots 35,
Btreet extending 60.4 feet sewer and that they are payable from
ing
F. al bank of Las Vegas, $20;
Congregation, $20 each; lots 13, E, same subdivision, unknown, $20.
$20 each; lota 28, 29, F. H. Clark. Eighth from
Hulda Rosenthal, $40; lota 17. IS.Alex
the alley between Nation money received from the assessmenta
north
lots
37, 38, S. Colvin. $20 each.
$20
land
36,
of
B.
32.
Rice.
16.
9.
H.
14.
15.
R.
and
each;
J.
lots
The
31,
30,
Sec.
York,
lota
20.
pieces
$20
19,
eaCi;
O. Blood. $20 each; lota
al and Grand avenues, N. Fontaine, above made and provided for. The-Citlots
Teitlebaum,
assess1,
lot
Adolph
$20
south
addition
H.
32,
ClinBlock
and
35,
are
each;
34,
Rice,
in
33,
Alice
lots
23.
18,
17,
the
$23
Riedlinger
each;
'
Levy, $20 each; lots 21, 22,
$40.32.
Council shall decide upon the- $20- lota 2, 3, Mrs. G. M. Roberts, $20 19, 20, 21, Joseph Wisrht, f20 eacn, ed as follows:
half of lot 36, M. M. Padgett, $70.
ton A." Browning, $20 each.'
eacn
A
$16,25;
on the west side form of auchi certlflcatea.
of
land
Teitlebaum,
of
C.
Mrs.
Hulda
$20
Rosenthal
Adolph
W.
4,
1.
and
lot
14.
.
2,
lots
Lots
24,
piece
Jr.,
3,
Hill,
lots 22, 23,
The
Sec.
pieces
each;
120 feet of lota 1,
Block
Vldal Salazar, $20 each; lot
Eighth street beginning at a point See. 22. This ordinance shall be In
w. R The lots and pieces ot iann ,$20 eacfl; lots 4, 56, 7, 8. J. land in the Buena Vista addition are of
3 fronting 75 feet on Main avenue. lots 5, 6,
Alex50.4
from the alley between Na full force end effect from and after
are assessed Schlott, $20 each; lots 9, 10.11,12,13. assessed as follows:
addition
6 Kate Wright, $20; lots 7, 8, 9,.
In
Lucero
the
3,
2,
1,
of
lots
40
feet
$f,0: the north
$20 each; lots 10, 11, as follows:
Grand avenues and ex lta publication according to law.
and
and
tional
Wilson
Dove
18, W. E. Crites. $20
7,
16,
6,
15,
17,
14,
lots
43,
Block
McElroy,
ander
Mrs.
wfreef.
Fifth
on
fronting 40 feet
$20 each; lot
north E0.8 feet J.
thence
1. Thos. F. Clav, $2n: each: lots 19, 20. 21, Anna E. Mayer, Esther Robbins, $20 eaoh; lots 8, 9, tending
Vlctorlno
Abeytia,
12
1.
lot
Block
Enacted this 14 day of July. A. I.
5.
4,
!ots
Hulda Rosenthal, $32;
Genoveva Valdez, $20; lots 14, 15, lot 2. 3. C. V. Hedecock, $20 each: :$o0 each: lots 22. Chas. Mayer, $20; ,T. C. & Marvlna Johnsen, $20 each; M. Bentley. $40.32. .
1911.
Mrs. .Wnott- - C. Richlev, $23 each; 13
v18. 19. J- - - Griswold, $20 each.
E. Havwood. fronitinfr 20 lotg 23, 24, Mrs. L. D. Coleman Rus-fee- t, lots 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, A. H. WhitA piece of land on the eouthwest
Approved:'
lots fi, 7. R. Mrs. O. B. Williams. 2" 16 17, 33.; lota 1. 2, Rokeby Realty lot 4, Emma
$24; lots 5. 6, fronting 37 feet,;8en, $20 each; lots 25, 26, unknown, more. $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, P. R. corner of National avenue and Eighth
K. D. GOODALL.
each: lot 9. 10. 11. 12, Mrs. O. P.. Wil- CoBlock
Frankiin
J.
H.
3,
;
vr
lot
h
half
18
each.
defdrnted
and
Chaa.
$20
lot
75
eouth
Ilfeld
$29.60:
street fronting
feet on Eighth Attest:'
Page, $20 each: lot
liams and Mary Franco Jone. 10 'fl- - $20
Mayor.
Hons- - n
J.
ave-- 1
8.
GO feet, rm National
10,
9,
4.
7.
lota
and
R.
Lydia
nieces
land
int
of
The
in.
Layton, $30; street. First Methodist Episcopal
of lot 19, Mrs. Louisa
CHAS, TAMME,
each; lots 13 ,14. 15, 16. . 3. Ryan,
lots 5, 6, Adolph Teitle-Inu-e
of Nation- - in the Pablo Baca addition are assess- - north half of lot 19 and all of lot 20, church, $60.
comer
tlle
$20
A.
each;
jj.
ton,
Hortensa
Clerk.
$20 each; lota 17, 18,
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Try Thi s Rec i p e

LOCAL NEWS

MADAM

that

Isn't

draft beer fin

orie-fnnrt- Vi

teaSDOOn
tMsnnnn salt,
four
four
flour,
rounding teaspoonfuls bakcupfuls
nutmeg,
ing powder. Sift the baking powder with the flour and
add the nutmeg, cream and butter and sugar, add eggs, and
beat thoroughly; then add the milk and flour. More flour
one-four- th

Announcement

Lemon ice tcreamt for supper at
White Kitchen tonight. Meals 25c.

at th

Dan Rhodes' cannon, fired at In
Try a dram ot Old Taylor bourbon tervals on the lawn of his home on
at the Opera Bar. Served from barDouglas avenue last night, made a
rels on the bar.
handsome salute for the soldiers of
the First Regiment Mr. Rhodes is a
AssociatWanted Operator to copy
patriot, and his cannon may always
ed Press report over The Optic's be heard
upon occasions of patriotic
leased wire daily except Sunday, 11:30 interest.
to 2:30. Call on city editor.

Thursday Evening July 27

Armour's "Simon Pure" Leaf Lard
Ask for Booklet of Recipes

,

.

Positively but two days more,
Wednesday and Thursday, of the big
discount sale at Greenberger's.

Phone Alain 193 or Main 194

Eight foot commercial lumber, all
stuff, for sale at
widths, all
$14 per thousand. Romero Mercantile
one-inc-

h

221-6-

Company.

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

ALBUQUERQUE

t

At the social to be given In the
parlors of the M. E. church Friday
afternoon light refreshments will be
served and a souvenir presented.

Will

-

PERSONS

LOSE

MUSEUM MUSES.

Excursion Rates on all Railroads.
Write for Premium List and Program.
JOHN B. McMANUS,
Secretary-Manage-

r.

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
;

.

,
li.-.K..!-

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.

A

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE MID RETAIL
Sawed Wood and Kindling

Q OfJ D OtI

v v

her canning this
year. We are selling New

wife do

PhoneMalnSi

Mexico peaches' at a price

v,

Hot Work

(J

THE BEST PLACE

ments every day. The Price
is Right.

I

fussing

.

lhe

Groceries and Meats

around a

Best

CQok

stove

"Home-mad- e

,

HAYWARD CO.

J. II. STEARNS

.

Bread, Rolls, Cakes, Pies'
and Cookies will be found

here.
&

they are asking wholesale
in California. New ship-

in any kind of weather. Let
Us do your Baking for You.

in Las Vegas to buy

THE GRAAF

12.QO
IO.OO

Q.35

6.65

Have Your House

Wired
Then you can use any of
the modern appliances.

The Living Skeleton I don't taj
that you took it but the money passed
through your hands.
The Armless Wonder Tes; but
would be false to my professional
Ideals had I permitted any ot It U
ttlck to my fingers.
1

The Dawson baseball team arrived
this afternoon in charge of Manager
e
James Brierly, to begin a
series with the Maroons. A record- breaking crowd was present at today's game on account of the closing
of the stores.
Edburn, formerly a
member of the Maroons' pitching
staff, accompanied the Dawson team.
He probably will pitch one of the
games against the locals. Barr was
scheduled to twirl in this afternoon's
game, while Smith will be on tTie
rubber tomorrow. Tomorrow's game
will begin at 3:30 o'clock. The dia
mond is in the best of condition, a
force of men having worked on It all
this morning with drags and roller.
two-gam-

STRAYED OR STOLEN
A black horse with white spot in
face, branded Z on left hip and XZ on
same side. Notify Mrs. S. A. Irwin,
Colmor, N. M and receive reward,

Call up and we will make

you the best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.

Las Vegas Light

&

Power Co.

Summer
Furniture
Utilities
STAND

CLOSED

Just Received

SeMicario for Who Opiio

:

Dainty Undergarments Nicely
Laundered

"Complete Furnishers of the Home."

Ladies' dainty lingerie is given
especial attention at our plant
and is laundered in a way that
delights every particular woman.
We wash your dainty muslins
and laces carefully, and we
give them a clear, bright white
"
color.
They are starched to Jubt the
right degree, in Just the right
places, and are ironed by girls
who do thiB work so well that
when finished the garments
really look better than when
new.
ARE SMALL
OUR CHARGES
TRY THE WORK.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

F0&30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour

0130 per Sack
Every Sack Guaranteed

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131
In Fine Pot Plants We Ilave Some Fine

The "Home of Sans

Tviberois Begonias

itary Bakery Goods."

i'

y

The Finest Line of Hammocks in Las Vegas

I
m

50c, 60c end 75creach
Perry Onion "& S on

j

Bpvicher::
;

Hick-or-

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON.

Phone Main 81.

GROCER.

Porch Furniture, Swings, etc, Old
Chairs and Rockers.
...At Reasonable Prices...

d

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrillos

fUm

330.00 Suits This Sals $20.00
27.50 Suits This Sale W.35
25.00 Suits This Salo 16.65
22.50 Suits This Sato 1S.OO
20.00 Suits This Salo 13.35

-

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

toot ofM.ln Qm

Prices

LIVES

Tokio, July 26. More than a hun
dred persons are believed to have lost
their lives early today in the typhoon
which swept over Tokio and Yoko
hama during the night. Forty bodies
were recovered this morning in the
Ladles' Aid of the First Suzakl district. The property loss will
The
Christian church will meet with Mrs. be large. Many fishing and small
Walter Hayward Thursday afternoon coast wise craft are missing.
at 2:30. There will be election of
officers. All members' are urged to
SITUATION IS DESPERATE
be present.
Port Au Prince, July 26. The situa
tion of the government is desperate.
The Greater Las Vegas band will With the exception of the capital the
give a concert this evening in the whole republic is in revolt. The de
Plaza park. ' The music will begin at parture of President Simon cannot be
o'clock. Director Robert Rasper has delayed and there is fear of trouble
prepared an excellent program and here when he leaves. The army of rea large crowd is expected to be volutionists In the north
Is, marching
present
The United
rapidly on this city.
States cruiser Des Moines arrived here
Friday night. there will be a social today. The German cruiser Bremen
meeting of the Modern Woodmen of is. expected tomorrow.
America at which all visiting "Wood
men in the city will be guests. Among
Protection for
the National Guardsmen are fifty or
Loss of health
more members of the order. State
Loss of jife
Deputy W. E. Cogdell will be pres'
Loss by accident
ent.
Loss by fire or. windstorm.
See Cutler Brothers
Judge Clarence J. Roberts heard in
Phone Main 124
' Lincoln
chambers yesterday the suits of Mrs.
Avenue, No. 614.
Charles Hammond and Jose Lopez to
o
quiet title to certain tracts intue
TYPHOID VICTIM
OKLA. EDITOR
and Vigil land grants. The
Tulsa, Okla., July 26. Wirt G. Mc- land Is located on the other side of Carty, editor of the Tulsa Post, isKearney's gap. Judge Roberts has dead here of typhoid fever. Mr.
not yet given his decision.
founded the Post in 1910, having been connected with the Denver
Times and Denver Post. He also
Dr. Stewart delivered an unusually started the official paper ofthe Uni
pleasing1 address at the Baptist church versity of Kansas.
last night to a good-sizecongregaLemon ice cream for supper at
tion. His subject was, "Who Would
Kitchen tonight. Meals 25c.
White
The
service
Crucify Christ Today?'"
was pronounced one of the most interesting, and the sermon the most
convincing of the series thus far. Two
more made profession of their faith
rVVING to the fact that
in Christ. There have been thirty ada
to
ditions
the churches. Tonight
the California Fruit
service of baptism will follow the
usual preaching service, when Dr.
Canners have advanced
Stewart, Rev. Rose and Rev. Ander
their prices very much ovson will Immerse the candidates who
he.ve been approved. Thursday night
er former years we would
Dr. Stewart has been requested
to
steak on "The Ghost In the Closet."
suggest that every house
Mc-Car- ty

Steam Coal

Tho

10.0O Suits This Salo
15.00 Suits This Sale
12.50 Suits This Sale
10.00 Suits This Salo

Jar-amill-

First National Bank Building.

Coal, all sizes

This Is Positive

C. McCurdy, general sales agent
ror the Southwestern Portland Cement company of El Paso, who has
been ill In a local hospital, will be
sent tonight to his home.

14, 1911.

Anthracite

foj

your committee to begin Its campalgi
gainst vice.
Second Reformer Oh! no; the
haven't had all their pictures in thi
newspapers yet

Such clever work was done this
year by the students of the art department of the Normal University
summer school that their handiwork
has been placed on exhibition. The
work was done by the classes in drawing. Part of the exhibition will be
sent to Santa Fe this fall for display
during the annual session of the New
Mexico Educational association. Those
persons who wish to see the exhibits
ar6 invited to call at the Normal.
100

WPM

First Reformer It's about time

Absolutely Close

S.

11, 12, 13,

President.

The Big Discount Sale at

GREENBERGER?S

one-four-

Sixth Street

FIRST THING

Never leave home on a Journey
Wanted At White Kitchen, waiter
without a bottle of Chamberlain's Coand short order cook.
lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
Is almost certain to be needed and
Positively no camping, turning or cannot be obtained when on board
C the cars or steamships. For sale by
hunting allowed on our ranch.
all druggists.
W. and P. J. Wesner.

should be added on the kneading board until the dough
of an inch thick and retain
th
can be rolled out
its shape when cut Cut and fry in

ISAAC BARTH,

10

Roast beef, roast pork and lemon
ice for supper at White Kitchen.
cents. The clean
Meals twenty-fiv- e
Always get the best at Nolette'i
place.
.
barber shop.

New England Fried Cakes. Scant cup
granulated Sugar, rounding tablespoonf ul
butter, cupful sweet milk, two eggs,

October 9, 10,

at

Opera Bar?

FOR

,

Hot lunch every "mSrnlng
o'clock at the Opera tar.

(The Coffee Man.)

Storo Phono Main 462
"...

a;

"!

;..:;'

7j-:.;- :

Han cb Phono Main

276

Tony Faust draught beer is on tap.
JULY AT HARVEY'S
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the
Cool and comfortable.
finest draught beers served over any
Excellent home table.
bar in the city.
Saddle burros free."
tf
',.. Excursions everywhere.'
Fireh'a Golden Wedding Ryj, aged
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday
Terms: $2 per day; $10 per weok. in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Leave orders at Murphey's

